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The B G News
Bowling Green State University

Tuesday

October 13, 1981

Search kept closed
by David Sigworth
News staff reporter
The Presidential Search and
Screening Committee and the Student
Government Association constitution
- two recent sources of controversy at
the University - were among the
agenda items at the Board of Trustees
meeting Friday morning.
In anticipation of a statement of
disappointment by Faculty Senate
Chairman Richard Ward, Board
President Frazier Reams explained
the committee's reasoning tor the
confidentiality of the search.
"There is no question that publicity
would seriously curtail applications
and nominations," Reams, the search
committee chairman and spokesman,
said. Publication of names would
make problems for applicants, he
explained, because most of them currently hold important positions.
'WE ARE AWARE of the great
interest in the progress of the committee," Reams saidT "and we welcome
the input of those interested."
He said the committee is following
"good planning, we're getting good
results and we nave a timetable that
is realistic."
Ward later presented the board
with a resolution drafted by Faculty
Senate last week expressing "keen
disappointment" with the confidentiality of the search and recommending
that the committee adjust its policies
in that regard.
But Ward thanked Reams for explaining the reasoning behind the
confidentiality, something he said the
faculty previously was unsure of.
WARD'S

REACTION

was

re-

stricted, though, because of his seat
on the search committee, Dr. Ronald
Stoner, chair-elect of Faculty Senate,
said yesterday.
Reams' explanation did not answer
all of the questions raised about the
confidentiality, Stoner said, but, he
added, "At least it's good to hear the
official reason for the secrecy."
Stoner and Ward said presentation
of the resolution was the only action
Faculty Senate can make regarding
the confidentiality. Stoner explained
that the committee can now take the
faculty's disappointment into consideration.
ALSO LEFT for consideration at
the meeting was the newly drafted
SGA constitution. In one of the finer
presentations ever before the board,
according to Trustee William
Spengler, Student Body President
Dana Kortokrax and Bruce Johnson,
academic affairs coordinator for the
constitutional steering commitee,
§ave the board a look at the new
ocument.
The board will act on the constitution at its November meeting.
"The response we got indicates that
(the board) realizes a change of some
sort is necessary and welcome," Kortokrax said yesterday.
But Ward presented the board with
a second Faculty Senate resolution,
recommending against "including automatic rights to membership on
committees in any of student rights at
Bowling Green State University."
KORTOKRAX ADMITTED that the
controversial clause that would give
students voting rights on decisionmaking committees may cause problems. But she said the clause will not
kill the whole document because the
board could approve all but the
clause, leaving it to be compromised.

stall photo by Al Fuchs
Bruce Johnson, academic affairs coordinator of the Student Constitution Steering Committee, presents the newly-drafted SGA
constitution to the Board ol Trustees Friday with Student Body President Dana Kortokrax.

All 4 alleged killers alive

Egypt purges 18 Moslem officers
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - The El
fovernment. In a new crackdown on
he Moslem fundamentalist
movement blamed for Anwar Sadat's
assassination, announced Monday it
had purged 18 officers from the army
because of their "fanatic religious
tendencies."
The action was reported on the eve
of a national referendum that is all
but certain to endorse Hosni Mubarak
as successor to President Sadat,
whose chief assassin was alleged to be
a Moslem fanatic army lieutenant.
Egypt's defense minister, meanwhile, reported that all four alleged
killers survived - contrary to previous
government statements that one was
slain - and that the accused ringleader had awakened from a coma
and told "the whole story."
THE MINISTER, Lt. Gen. Abdel
Halim Abu Ghazala, said that it took
security forces five hours to track
down one of the alleged assassins
after last Tuesday's bloodbath at a
suburban Cairo parade ground.
A report in Mayo, the weekly newspaper of the ruling National Democratic Party Party, said U.S. officials

have assured the Egyptian leadership
that the delivery of fighter planes,
tanks and missiles to Cairo will be
accelerated.
The Soviet Union stepped up its
criticism of U.S. "interference" in
Egyptian affairs, saying plans for
new U.S. Egyptian military maneuvers represented a "perilous policy"
and Washington had arranged the
maneuvers out of "selfish, hegemonistic aspirations."
SADAT'S ASSASSINATION, allegedly at the hands of religious extremists with military connections, has
stirred new uncertainties in Egypt at
a time of growing unrest among Moslem fundamentalists. The fundamentalists opposed Sadat's pro-Western
policies and his peace with Israel,
policies now embraced by Mubarak.
Mubarak, vice president and Sadat's hand-picked successor, is expected to win overwhelming
endorsement as the new president
from 12 million Egyptian voters in a
referendum today. He is the only
candidate, and the voters will be
marking either "yes" or "no" next to
his picture.

The leader of Egypt )s Sovietoriented Progressive unionist Party,
which has no parliamentary seats,
urged his followers to vote against
Mubarak. But the leader of the Socialist-Labor Party, with 12 seats, supported Mubarak, saying he was ready
to "give him a chance" to change
Sadat's policies.
THE OFFICIAL NEWS AGENCY
said the results would be announced
tomorrow.
Official sources, who would not be
publicly identified, issued a statement
yesterday saying 18 army officers
have been posted into civilian positions because of their fanatic religious
tendencies." It was the first such
purge of army ranks.
The officers were presumed to be
Moslems, although the statement did
not specify their religion.
"No detention or investigation has
been conducted with any of them, or
with any other officer except the four
assassins that were arrested," the
statement said. The sources denied
reports that army officers other than
the alleged plot leader, 1st Lt. Khaled
Shawki el-Islambouly, had been arrested.

Sadat was gunned down by men in
uniform who broke from a military
parade he was reviewing last Tuesday.
The lieutenant's brother, Mohamed
Ahmed Shawki el-Islambouly, was
among the 1,536 persons arrested in
Sadat s crackdown on religious extremists and other opponents last
month.
ABU GHAZALA said the ringleader
gave three regular members of his
artillery group special leave to make
room on the parade truck for his
fellow killers, dressed the civilians in
uniform and used ammunition and
grenades bought from criminals in
southern Egypt.
The defense minister also welcomed a stronger American military
role here, saying, "The sooner the
better, the later the worse."
Another report in Mayo said U.S.
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger had promised Abu Ghazala to
accelerate the delivery of more M-60
tanks, of which Egypt already has
244, ground-to-air missiles and 40 earlier ordered F-16 fighter jets.

New Graduate Student Senate Constitution

Representation changes, authority increases
students who are doing research for
publications.
The treasurer of GSS will be the
chairman of that committee.

by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter
A new Graduate Student Senate
constitution created to fit current
procedures and to make them more
workable was passed by the Board of
Trustees on Friday.
"We really did not anticipate the
Board of Trustees to pass it so
quickly," Jon Rice, president of GSS,
said.
A major change in the constitution
made representatives of organizations representinggraduate students
official senators. These persons were
formerly ex-officio members.
IT ALSO GIVES GSS authority over
the Professional Development Fund,
which provides funds to graduate

Weather

Rice said the constitution gives the
Senate Executive Committee, more
power to oversee officers in thenduties. It also requires advice and
consent from the SEC for all presidential appointments.
Another change was the appointment of the vice president as chairman of the Welfare Committee, which
makes recommendations in areas
such as stipends and assistantships.
THE CONSTrrunON made the
PDF, Welfare and Finance Committees permanent instead of ad hoc, and
by-laws were dropped.
Rice said the by-laws in the past

Inside

Mostly sunny. High mid
60s, low mid 40s. Zero
percent chance of rain.

Duet's ministry stirs
pure minds
Page 3

constitution were not "really implemented," and he added that in the
new document there are provisions
for what the by-laws did.
In making the GSS more workable,
the number of senators was dropped
from 100 to 56, providing one instead
of two senators from each department
or interdepartmental program, plus
the addition of one senator from each
organization representing graduate
students.
A total of 56 will be reached by
adding an extra senator from each of
the larger departments.

The constitution also spelled out the
procedure for removal of senators,
who can now only be removed from
their department. Formerly they
could be removed by the senate.
Elections for representatives, who
were formerly called directors, were
changed to the fall quarter to allow
incoming students a chance to run for
these positions.
Last spring under the old constitution, two representatives were elected
for this year. One director dropped
out and an election will be held sometime this quarter for the remaining
representative position. Rice said.

RICE SAID a smaller GSS would
make it easier to find a time for
persons to meet, would make it easier
to make decisions, and would make
It also raised the quorum from 10 to
each senator more important by mak- 13 in order that no meeting could be
ing him "more active, more involved, held with officers outnumbering reand more responsible."
maining senators.

staff photo by Dean Koepfler

In anticipation of the Miami vs. BG football game, Falcon
cheerleader Chris Berner led cheers at Friday's pep rally at Rodger's
quad. The Falcons tied Miami 7-7.

Hess promotes
Arts-Sciences

Harriers
hustle home
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Opmion
Sounds of si
What's going on?
.Hush seems to be the word these days.
First there was the surprising announcement last summer that the University was switching to a semester calendar. Faculty and students had no voice in the decision and
many were left with their mouths hanging open because
Academic Council last spring voted down the idea.
And now there's the Presidential Search and Screening
Committee. Five faculty members, four students and two
alumni sit on the committee that is looking for the University's next president.
Last week, in a statement of "disappointment" concerning the confidentiality the committee is upholding, Faculty
Senate recommended to the Board of Trustees "that the
committee adjust its policies to allow the dissemination of
information which would not discourage the continued candidacy of qualified applicants."
In other words, Faculty Senate wanted to know what was
going on.
But strangely enough. Faculty Senate seems to accept
the answer mat Board President Frazier Reams gave for
the confidentiality. He said "there is no question that
publicity would seriously curtail applications and
nominations."
We agree with him that leaking names of possible candidates would cause problems. But an even bigger question
we have in our minds is why won't the corrimfitee even announce the qualifications they are looking for in a
president?
What makes a good president? What do they want in a
president?
Faculty Senate Chair-elect Richard Ward kindly thanked
the board for the reason, which we don't believe answered
all the questions. Maybe he should have let someone else
speak in his. place since he is a member of the screening
committee.
Considering that Faculty Senate went to the trouble of
passing a resolution in the first place, we would think that
they would do more than just present it to the Board of
Trustees and then courteously thank the board for not
answering the real question.

News staff: no nose for news
All members of the University community have much to look forward to
this year. For, if this week's coverage
of the Faculty Senate is a true indication of things to come, this year's BG
News staff promises to be the most
imaginative, creative, indeed fanciful
in recent memory. As journalists,
these people are obliged to generate
enough print to fill five issues of the
News each week. When little or
nothing of importance is occuring
(e.g., the assassination of Sadat,
massive reductions in Federal funding for higher education, the continuing inability of the Ohio legislature to
provide BGSU with a budget, etc.)
these people are required to find
(some would allege "make") stories.
A conventional staff of a conventional college news daily might
choose to Investigate and then
criticize the quality of food served
students, to call for the resignation of
the football coach, to worry about the
life expectancy of frogs in the University's algae covered pond, or perhaps

Focus
by David C. Roller
Professor ot History

to crusade for "Keep off the Grass"
signs as part of a campus beautification effort. Not this year's staff! After
printing a sloppily and misleading
written "news" story about Tuesday's meeting of the Faculty Senate,
the News has published a demagogic
broadside attacking the Faculty
Senate and the faculty in general for
an action which never occurred (except in the pages of The BG News).
Wednesday's "news" coverage of
the Senate resolution and Thursday's
editorial both give the impression that
the Senate, by a SO to 5 vote, "opposed
the students' right to have membership on faculty decision-making com-

mittees." Such a naughty and arrogant faculty! Shame on them! Have
members of the Faculty Senate
forgotten that students pay their
salaries? TSK! TSK!
But exactly what does the resolution which passed with such near
unanimity say? In the very first
sentence of this resolution (was it
placed first because some importance
was attached to it?), the Senate
resolved that it "recognizes the value
of student representation on many
University governance bodies and
committees, and reaffirms agreement with those sections of the existing Academic Charter dealing with
the composition of governance bodies
and committees." In other words, the
Faculty Senate agrees that students
should continue to participate in
University governance, to sit on
Faculty Senate, Academic Council,
most Senate Committees, virtually
every standing University committee, and even on many departmental
level committees where they now sit

Cutting the safety net
..

The budget cutters were working
late into the night in the OMB office.
As they sat around the table, weary
from lack of sleep, one of them said:
"That's it, Dave, we can't find one
more thing to cut."
"I can't tell that to the boss. There
must be something else we've overlooked." '
"I have an idea, Dave, thought I
hate to suggest it."
"Go ahead. It won't leave this
room."
"What about the safety net?"
"I'm not following you."
"If we took away the safety net we
could save 10 more billion dollars."
"But the president promised he'd
provide a safety net for the truly
needy. If he took it away he'd look as
if he were reneging on his word."
"We don't have to tell anyone we've
removed the safety net. It will be our
dirty little secret.*
But if there is'no safety net and
someone walking on the tightrope
falls, he or she will hit the pavement
with a thud."
"It's done in circuses all the time.
I've never seen anyone fall off."
"Yeh, but in a circus the people
walking the tightrope are all in condition. The ones we re providing the
safety net for are old and sick and
have no shoes."
"Look, Dave, when the president
talked about a safety net for the
elderly, the really poor and the really
sick, he was talking about one of
reasonable size.
"If we go into the recession before
our supply side economics bear fruit,
we're going to need a bigger safety
net than the city of DetroitTAnd even
if the poor people fall into it, there is
no guarantee that they're still not

Focus

Letters-

by Art Buchwald
Syndicated Columnist

going to be badlv hurt.
"He's right, Dave. Also, you have to
remember, in our last cute we made
the tighrope a lot thinner and weaker
to save monev.
"I promised the boss the safety net
would be the last thing we'd cut. Don't
forget, we're not only talking about
people walking on a tightrope - we're
also talking about those who are going
to start jumping out of windows.
"You're all heart, Dave. But if the
president goes on television and explains to the American people that his
country can't afford a safety net until
it gets its economic house in order,
they'll go along with him.
"Where does it say in the Constitutuion, Dave, that the president of the
United States has to provide a safety
net for people who can't hack it on
their own in this country?"
"I'm still not sure I can sell it to the
boss."
"Put in personal terms, he was poor
and no one ever put a safety net under
him."
"I need more. ammunition than
that."
"Okay, here's a memo I drew up
showing every budget cut we've
made. The only choice the president
now has is either to cancel the safety
net, or hold off on building the B-l
bomber."
"Holy smokes, why didn't you show
me that in the first place?"
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Response treatment
should be objective
I was shocked by the editorial that
speared in the October 8th edition of
The BG News. In my opinion, you set
up a classical "straw-man," and then
had a great deal of fun knocking it
down. However, I don't want to
debate the intent and meaning of
Faculty Senate's resolution concerning student membership on committees; I think Professor David Roller's
letter clearly explains both the intent
and the meaning of the resolution, and
I fully support his comments.
Instead, I am curious about what I
observed in the editorial page of Friday's BG News. I noted comments by
three students concerning the issue of
student membership on committees,
two of which appeared to be opposed
to the editorial, and one, although it
did not directly comment on the
editorial, appeared to be consistent
with the position of the editorial. By
what must be sheer coincidence, the
comment that appeared to be "proeditorial," written by Clint Garber,
was given the status of a guest column. The other two comments, including one written by Steve Piehler,
were given the lesser status of "Letters to the Editor." To my untrained
eye, and in fact, to my more objective
ruler, it appeared that the "antieditorial" letter written by Steve was
as long or slightly longer than the
"pro-eaitorial column written by
Clint. I had always thought that
length was the only significant
criterion that separated a Letter to
the Editor from a Guest Column.
Could it be' that the editorial staff of
The BG News is less than totally objective in its treatment of the
responses to its editorials? (By the
way, editorial staff, how does it feel to
have your motives mis-interpreted?)
Richard J. Ward, Chair
Faculty Senate
372-2751

New ID system
is no improvement
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Transferring here from a community college, I found myself confused
about many things. Finding my way
around the campus, trying to figure
what times the cafeteria is open and
trying to cash a check are just a few
examples. The one thing that confuses
me the most is the student identification system.
The administration said they were
doing away with the old system of

having an identification card and a before the rest of tne audience is
validation card. These two cards were allowed in, to make it easier for that
to be replaced by cne card issued person to get a seat.
quarterly. Since they were issued
Any fault for the absence of an
every quarter, the cards would not elevator rests not with UAO, but with
have the student's picture on it. The the departments responsible for funone card was supposed to be more ding that installation, and the people
convenient than the old two-card sys- who fail to realize the need for an
tem.
elevator in University Hall. UAO has
So far, I wasn't too confused, but been but one group asking for one,
then I tried to get into the Student and we hope that things will start
Recreation Center. The guy at the moving to get this last barrier to the
front door told me my ID card was not handicapped cleared, AND SOON!
enough, I had to have a picture ID (a
Ml MM
drivers license). Well since I couldn't
Gradual* Assistant
So to the rec center, I decided to go to
Popular Cultura Dapt.
le Library and check out a book. I
got the same story there, "No picture
Using two cards
ID, no books".
You can all probably guess what
is one too many
happened when I tried to pick up a
Bowling Green State University has
second book of food coupons. I had to
go all the way back to my room and done it again. The University administration, in all it's wisdom, has
get my drivers license.
I don't know if the administration come up with a new identification
has realized it yet, but the new system system to replace the old complicated
isn't any simpler than the old system. one. Instead of receiving a paper
We're still using two cards. Some validation card each quarter we are
enrolled, we receive a better, plastic
improvement.
Kent Carson card. We all know plastic is less ex13S Bromf ield pensive than paper!? And instead of
showing a paper validation and a picture ID to gain enterance to the Rec
UAO will assist
Center, we now show a plastic validathe handicapped
tion and a picture ID.
Perhaps I may make a suggestion.
I read with great interest tne article
in the 10/6/81 issue of The BG News A one-card system in which each stuabout how University Hall is still lag- dent is issued a permanent picture ID
ging behind in access to the handicap- card with his/her birthdate and social
ped. The article made many good security number. Each quarter the
points, and in many ways, the com- student receives, not a card, but a
sticker which contains all other
plaints are valid ones.
However, I do wish to make one cor- necessary data and can be affixed to
rection. UAO Campus Films will pro- the back of the permanent card. An
vide assistance to any handicapped extensive and expensive cost study is
person who requests it. A person not necessary for there Is a working
merely has to ask at the box office for model the administration can study:
help in getting someone up the stairs. The University of Toledo.
All that is asked is that the person who
Blaln* Martin
wants assistance let the ushers know
on-campua mailbox 3331

and vote! Why was this portion of the
Senate's resolution never referered to
much less quoted?
The editors of the News express the
belief that "Faculty Senate seems to
think that it is a privilege for students
to sit on committees" while the News
believes "it is a right." What's a
right? And what's a privilege? What
should be students' rights and
privileges? These are legitimate and
real questions. Unfortunately, the
resolution passed Tuesday never addressed these problems. As student
representation on the Senate itself is
defined by the academic Charter, I
personally would have to conclude
that, under a legally binding document approved by the University's
Board of Trustees, it was a student
right. Of course, it should be
remembered that "what the Board
giveth, the Board also may taketh
away." But under current policies,
the presence of student representatives on numerous governance
bodies and committees is defined and
protected. All that is needed is for the
Student Government Organization to
name the representatives to those
bodies. (I wonder why SGA has failed
to make such appointments to date?)
If the Senate's resolution did not
seek to remove student representatives from University committees,
and if it did not discuss what is a right
and what is a privilege, what did the
resolution in fact do? The Senate took
a position opposed to four lines of the
firoposed Student Body Constitution,
ines which the Senate believes make
"a categorical assertion of student
rights to representation on all policy
making committees and groups''
which directly affect the welfare of
the undergraduate student body. In
other words, the Senate opposed a
blanket and sweeping expansion of
student representation. One can
legitimately disagree with this exEressed opinion of the Faculty Senate,
lit let us remember that we are
discussing new and additional forms
of representation, ones which go far
beyond what is now the practice at
Bowling Green State University. We
are not talking about rights or
privileges, nor even about removing
students from bodies where they now
sit.
. The Senate's resolution save as
reasons for its opposition the Senate's
belief that the language of the proposed statement of student rights is in
implicit conflict 1) "with existing provisions of the Academic Charter." 2)
"with generally recognized principles
and traditions of university governance," and 3) "with principles of due
process in matters relating to tenure
and faculty welfare." The resolution
might have but did not add the observation that the faculty possesses
neither the right nor the privilege to
representation on all decision and
policy making bodies which directly
affect the welfare of the faculty.
If The BG News' editorial staff
believes that students should have the
additional right or privilege of participating in tenure decisions, on
salary and promotion review bodies,
and on whatever additional body it
believes directly affects student
welfare, I can understand and respect
that view even while I disagree with
it. Let those who agree with the
editorial staff propose such an
amendment to the Academic Charter.
Then let us have a free and full discussion of the implications of such a
change, and let The BG News, while
fully expressing its own editorial
views, accurately and fully report
discussions of the proposal.
Above all, please do not criticize the
poor Faculty Senate for actions which
it never took. The Senate's burden of
defending and explaining those actions which it does take is more than
sufficient.
If you would like to comment on
something in the News or anything
of interest to the campus or community, write to the News.
The letter or guest column should
be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Include your address and
telephone number for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editor of The BG News, 106 University Hall.

DCONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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Chapman family travels together,
spreads God's word through song
by Lisa Bowers
editor
i Steve Chapman was becoming a stranger to his family. Traveling with a contemporary Christian singing
group, he spent weeks at a time away from his wife and
son.
Annie, his wife, was playing both parental roles. She
believed in what her husband was doing, but also
realized that they were drifting apart.
"Here I was telling others how important the family
is, but I was never with mine," Steve, 30, said Friday
night after his concert at the University. "How can you
build a relationship when your're never together?
THE DUET, from Nashville, Tenn., now travels
together, promoting the kingdom of God through song
and conversation with their audiences. Most of their
music deals with real life situations, such as marriage,
parenting, singleness, worship and finances.
For seven years Steve traveled with Dogwood, the
contemporary Christian group he helped found. Annie
sang in the group but dropped out when she became
pregnant. After Steve realized that their marriage was
heading into a "high risk area" because he was gone so
much, he also dropped out. He said it was one of the
hardest decisions he had ever made.
"We no longer have that strain of never being together," his wife, 29, said. "When he was gone, I took

BGlog,
MORTOR BOARD will meet tonight at 8 p.m. in 203
Hayes Hall. Open to all members and advisers.
COLLEGE REPUBUCANS will meet tonight at 7:30
p.m. in 102 Life Science Bldg.
Today is the last day to enter the ACM PROGRAMMING CONTEST Oct. 17. Forms are available in the
computer science dept., 207 Math Science.
A representative from the University of Dayton will
be here today for LAW SCHOOL RECRUITMENT. He
will be in the second floor lounge of the Union from 1 to 4
p.m.
Deadline for HOMECOMING SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE applications has been changed to Thursday,
Oct. IS, s p.m. Applications can be obtained at the UAO
office, third floor of the Union.

PIZZA INN
TUESDAY NIGHT BUFFET
5:00 to8:00 p.m.

$2.99
SALAD-SPAGHETTI-PIZZA
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Pizza ixinl

<%u getgMoie ofthtflfyngsyOiflove

Stadium Plaza
lal»f.Wooslar

care of the kids and made the decisions.Then he'd come
home and make the decisions and I submitted to him. It
Vas hard."
STEVE SANG television commercials after he quit
the group. In January 1981, the couple decided to take
its testimony on the road. Steve, Annie and their two
children travel about three days a week.
They say their goal is to "stir up pure minds," by
hitting on subjects most people relate to. When they
first started singing together, they did not have a theme
to their concerts. But as time passed, they said God
showed them what he wanted them to sing about.
Their audiences directly relate to their songs because
the songs deal with everyday situations, he said, and
talk about actual experiences people have faced. Because of the openness of their songs, he said many
people feel comfortable talking with the couple after
the concerts.
"PEOPLE TELL US the intimate secrets of their
lives and we don't even know them .. . Sometimes it's
real hard to stand up there and sing when you see
someone in the audience hurting and crying/' Annie
said.
"We're not trying to open wounds when we sing about
a husband leaving nis wife or something .. .but we feel
God wants us to stir people's lives up. Like water, our
lives are sometimes clear on top but there's muck and
mire on the bottom," she said, pausing. "Weeping lasts
for the night, but joy comes in the morning.
Steve said his marriage has improved now that they
travel together. But he admits that traveling is hard on
his children and he eventually hopes to settle their
ministry in a particular area, perhaps West Virginia
where the couple was bom.
IN CONCERT, Steve and Annie openly discuss their
past experiences and often tie them in with their songs,
most of which they have written.
"The children are the broken pieces
when a home falls apart.
The children are the broken pieces,
who's going to mend their tender hearts?
... God, come and mend the broken pieces." .
Steve and Annie both agree that their primary goal is
to preach the word of God. But in the process, they
listen to other people's struggles and share what God
has done in their own lives.
"The success of what we're doing," Steve said, as
Annie put her hand on his. "... 99 perr nt of it is never
done.

stall photo by Dun Koapllat

Steve and Annie Chapman

f you have a green thumb?
even if you don't come to
the
PLANT SALE PLANT CARE WORKSHOP!
Oct.l2-Wed Oct.14
10-5 p.m.
Grand Ballroom
Admission: Free

Wed. Oct.14 8:00P.M.
Cost: 75«at door
Side door-Union

Home of the Resume Pros
Int

Computer typesetting
Over 120 typestyles available
'We also type Resumes
and offer matching envelopes and staiionery

'Complete Printing and Copying "Raised Print
* Plastic Laminating * Spiral Binding ' Blue Prints
'Rubber Stamps 'Wedding Invitations
OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL
lllSouth Main St..Bowling Green
Phone 352-5762
Serving the Printing Needs of Students. Faculty and Staff of B.G.S.U.
In Quickprtntinq

332-4637
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BARGAINS' *

GET YOUR FAVORITES AT BIG 'SAVINGS!

^2.98
AND UP

■ Top Artists.

■ Major Labels.
Hundreds of Selections.
"Pop" to Classic.
■ Stereo LP Albums.
Cassettes. Box Sets.

Tuesday, October 13 through
Friday. October 30

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Student Services Building
TALK IT OVER, WITH A CREAMY-RICH CUP OF ORANGE CAPPUCCINO
© G«nt«oi Foot» Coroof ofton tW

Hours: Monday - Friday, 8:00 - 5:00
Saturday, 9:00-5:00
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Drop your guard for a
minute. Even though you're
in college right now,.there
are many aspects of the Army
that you might find very
attractive.
Maybe even irresistible.
See for yourself.

LIKE YOU?

MED SCHOOL, ONUS
You read it right.
The Army's Health Professions Scholarship
Program provides necessary tuition, books, lab
fees, even microscope rental during medical
school.
Plus a monthly stipend that works out to
about $6,000 a year.
After you're accepted into medical
school, you can be accepted into our program.
Then you're commissioned and you go
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the
Army Reserve.
The hitch? Very simple. After you graduate,
you give the Army a year as a doctor for every
year the Army gave you as a med student, with
a minimum obligation of three years' service.

INTCRNSHIR RESIDENCY
& CASH BONUSES

*
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Besides scholarships to medical school, the
Army also offers AMA-approved first-year
post-graduate and residency training programs.
Such training adds no further obligation to
the scholarship participant. But any Civilian
Graduate Medical Education sponsored by the
Army gives you a one-year obligation for
every year of sponsorship, with a minimum
^obligation of two years' service.
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every
year you're paying back medical school or postgraduate training.
So you not only get your medical education
paid for, you get extra pay while you're paying
it back. Not a bad deal.

A GREAT PLACE TO BE A NURSE
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is one
of excellence, dedication, even heroism. And
it's a challenge to live up to.
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome of
professionalism, regarded as a critical member
of the Army Medical Team.
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical
spectrum is almost impossible to match in
civilian practice.
And, since you'll be an Army Officer, you'll
enjoy more respect and authority than most of
your civilian counterparts. You'll also enjoy
travel opportunities, officer's pay and officer's
privileges.
Army Nursing offers educational opportunities that are second to none. As an Army
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate degree
programs at civilian universities.

ADVANCED NURSING COURSE,
TUITION-FREE
You get tuition, pay and living allowances.
You can also take Nurse Practitioner courses
and courses in many clinical specialities. All on
the Army.
While these programs do not cost you any
money, most of them do incur an additional
service obligation.

A CHANCE TO PRACTICE LAW
If you're about to get your law degree and
be admitted to the bar, you should consider a
commission in the Judge Advocate General
Corps. Because in the Army you get to practice
law right from the start.
While your classmates are still doing other
lawyers research and other lawyers briefs, you
could have your own cases, your own clients,
in effect, your own practice.
Plus you'll have the pay, prestige and privileges of being an Officer in the United States
Army. With a chance to travel and make the
most of what you've worked so hard to
become. A real, practicing lawyer. Be an Army
Lawyer.

ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS

»
»

I*
i

You can get a $1,500
bonus just for enlisting in some Army Reserve
units. Or up to $4,000 in educational benefits.
You also get paid for your Reserve duty. It
comes out to about $1,100 a'year for one weekend
a month and two weeks annual training.
And now we have a special program to help
you fit the Army Reserve around your school
schedule.
It's worth a look.

A SECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE
Some may find college to be the right place
at the wrong time for a variety of reasons The
Army can help them, too.
. A few years in the Army can help them get
money for tuition and the maturity to use it
wisely.
The Army has a program in which money
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the
government. Then, if one qualifies, a generous
bonus is added to that.
So 2 years of service can get you up to
$15,200 for college. 3 and 4 years up to $20,100.
In addition, bonuses up to $5,000 are available
for 4-year enlistments in selected skills.
Add in the experience and maturity gained,
and the Army can send an individual back to
college a richer person in more ways than one.
We hope these Army opportunities have
intrigued you as well as surprised you. Because
there is indeed a lot the Army can offer a bright
person like you.
For more information, send the coupon.

r

You can combine service in the
Army Reserve or National Guard
with Army ROTC and get between
$7,000 and $14,000 while you're
still in school.
It's called the Simultaneous
Membership Program. You get $100
a month as an Advanced Army ROTC
Cadet and an additional $70 a month
(sergeant's pay) as an Army Reservist.
When you graduate, you'll be
commissioned as a Second Lieutenant,

*
*

A BONUS FOR
PART-TIME WORK

Though you're too late for a 4-year
scholarship, there are 3-, 2-. and even 1-year
scholarships available.
They include tuition, books, and lab fees.
Plus $100 a month living allowance. Naturally
they're very competitive. Because
besides helping you towards your
Please tell me more about: DI AM I Medical School and Army Medicine.
degree, an ROTC scholarship helps
□ (AN I the Army Nurse Corps. OIALl Army Law,
you towards the gold bars of an
D(FR) ROTC Scholarships. D(SSI Army Reserve Bonuses.
□ (PC) Army Education Benefits.
Army Officer.
Stop by the ROTC office on
campus and ask about details.
NAME

UPTOS170AMONTH

i

but not necessarily
assigned to active duty. Find
out about it.
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AIMLESS
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STATE

SCHOOL ATTENniNl".

;ir
HATE OE PIRTH

Send to ARMY OPPORTUNITIES. P.O. BOX 300
NORTH HOLLYWOOD. CALIF 91603

BEAU YOU CAN BE.
ARMY.

_l

Note: To insure receipt ot information requested, all blanks must be complete
A2CSS00110PC
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New sexual harassment policy provides protection
and other verbal or physical contact
of a sexual nature, when submission
to such conduct affects an individual's
employment or educational pursuits.
It will be the responsibility of the
dean, director, department chairman
and the administrative head of an
operational unit to coordinate and
implement the policy within his or her
area of responsibility. They are also
responsible for referring reported incidents of sexual harassment to the
EOC.
On a University-wide basis, the
EOC will coordinate and implement
the new policy and serve as the resource center tor all questions dealing
with sexual harassment.

by Marie Cisterino
News staff reporter
A new University sexual harassment policy that will protect students, faculty, contract and classified
staff from sexual discrimination was
approved at Friday's Board of Trustee s meeting.
Drafted last year by the Office of
Equal Opportunity Compliance at the
request of Dr. Michael Ferrari, interim president, the policy was unanimously approved and supported
spring quarter by the Faculty Senate.
Other universities which have effective policies, such as Ohio State University, were influential in the
decision to create a policy.

members will discuss the matter with
the complaintant to determine if there
is basis for an investigation.
THE POLICY STATES that if an
investigation is necessary, it will be
conducted by the EOC as fairly and
quickly as possible with confidential-.
ity and respect for all individuals
involved.
The complaint will be resolved in a

ht result.

rior to the approval of the new
policy, students were covered by the
student code's hazing policy in incidents of sexual harassment. Because
the policy is geared to include student
needs, the same complaint procedures that a faculty or staff member
would use should be followed.
The procedure for a complaint provides that any individual who believes
he or she has been sexually harassed
should contact the EOC. Office staff

THE POLICY DEFINES sexual
harassment as unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors,

The report will be submitted, in
only if the complaintant has filed a
formal, written complaint.
writing, to the provost for appropriate
The role of the EOC in processing administrative action. A copy will
the complaint includes consultation also be sent to the complaintant and
with the complaintant, discussion the respondent.
If the complaintant is not satisfied
with persons who may have been
witness to a complaintant's situation with the action taken by the provost,
and can assist In establishing the he or she may appeal, in writing, to
facts and preparing a complete inves- the University president within seven
calendar days of notification of the
tigative report of the complaintant.
provost's decision.

Student finds ideas changed by visit to China

ACCORDING TO THE POLICY,
each person covered is expected to
adhere to its standards with a responsible attitude. It is the responsibility
of all members of the University
community to discourage sexual harassment, report such incidents and
lerate in any investigation that

FERRARI SAID it is important for
the University to have a policy on
sexual harassment to provide individuals with an opportunity for grievances. He believes the document is
not only needed, but will be a help to
faculty, students and staff.
"I think it's a very good statement.
It gives protection to a person who
wants to bring a complaint or to a
person who finds themself subject to a
complaint," he said.
"The campus is very concerned
about respecting the rights of others. I
am very pleased about the policy."

matter consistent with the policy and
fair to all parties concerned, it says.
Before the office can begin its investigation, the allegations must be submitted, in writing, to the director of
EOC. Until this occurs, the matter
will not be discussed with anyone
other than the complaintant.
AN INVESTIGATION will be conducted by a staff person in the EOC

SPRINGFIELD, Ohio (AP) -One
of the first things Wittenberg University student Alan Liotta did
upon arriving in China for a 10week study four was purchase a
bicycle.
The bike allowed Liotta to go
where he pleased, when he pleased,
in getting a close-up look at the
country and its people.
"Since we were classified as
'cultural ambassadors' we received additional privileges (not
granted tourists), free roam of
Peking and other cities we visited," Iiotta said. "By having both
free rein wherever we went, coupled with a language ability, we
were able to see and communicate
with parts of China the average
foreigner never sees."

polite, intelligent, immensely curious and eager to learn," Liotta
said.
Although he was free to come
and go and not forbidden from
speaking with anyone, Liotta believes he was watched at all times
and that his mail may have been
read.

THE WHIPPANY, N. J., senior in
East Asian studies was one of 29
American students chosen to study
in China last summer under a
program sponsored by the Council
on International Education.
The students spent time in the
language classroom and made
field trips to such places as the
Great Wall, Ming Tombs, summer
palace and Forbidden City. They
also visited the cities of Nanjing
(Nanchang), Shanghai, Hangzhiou
(Hangchow) and Guangzhou (Canton).
"We talked with peasants in the
fields, workers in the factories,
students in the schools and Communist Party officials in control at
various government levels. The
Chinese I encountered were all

more now than he ever did before
and everyone seems genuinely content," Liotta said.
"This is not to say China is a
utopia; it is still a Third World
country and examples are plentiful, but in general no one wants for
food or clothing or a roof over their
head."

GUIDED TOURS for the Americans obviously were designed to
show off China's best side, he said.
But even when not accompanied by
an official guide, he saw no beggars or starving people.

Liotta said the visit changed his
ideas and gave him new insights
into the world's largest nation.
"I often grappled with the dilemma of which is worse - a repression of basic freedoms or
lacking of the essentials of life? I
entered China believing it to be the
former. I left no longer sure of that
answer."

"My most general observation
would be that Communism has
been very good for the Chinese
people. The average person has
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beautiful Toronto!
Friday Nov. 13 to
Sunday Nov. 15
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-the UAO office
•405 Student Services
* * * Must be a junior to apply
DEADLINE NOVEMBER 13th
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It's not just another Honorary

Sign up in UAO Office: Deadline Oct. 14.
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MANDATORY
ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING FOR ALL

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1981
9:30-10P.M. STUDENT COURT
ROOM.4TH FLOOR STUDENT SERV.
If absolutely cannot attend contact:

DAVE ANDERSON - UNIV.
COMMITTEES COORDINATOR
HOME 352-4305

. PATTY WISE Assistant UCC

Open for lunch
Monday-Saturday
11:00A.M.

9 inch
Pizza
Coupon Good For

1 Free Coke
On Delivery Order

$.40 off
Inside Order

fc?/QJ

12 inch
Pizza

2 Free Cokes
$.60 off
Inside Order

FREE

(«sCi&

14 inch
Pizza

Coupon Good For

MONOGRAMMING
ON ANY
Sweater Purchased

Classic wool
shetlands wool blends
Acrylics Afurblends.

3 Free Cokes
On Delivery Order

$.80 off
Inside Order

For your shopping convlsnca
ws an open rues. EM. Nil 9:oo p.i

525 RJ,. Si.

Cheese....
Each item
added

2.95

4.00

5.20

6.35

.55

.80

.90

1.15

Double Cheese
Thick Dough
Canadian Bacon
Ground Buffalo
Fresh Onions
Green Olives
Black Olives
Hot Pepper Rings

Ham
Pepperoni
Pineapple
Fresh Eggs
Salami
Mushrooms
Sauerkraut
Anchovies

Items available:
Fresh Ground Beef
Fresh Italian Sausage
Real Bacon Bits
Real Bacon Strips
Fresh Green Peppers
Fresh Tomato Slices
Whole Wheat Dough
Mild Pepper Rings
Shrimp
IconsKtortd » l*o items)

Roast Beef
Corned Beef
Turkey
Ham
Ham and Cheese
Salami
Italian Bologna
Mixed Meat
Chicken Salad
Tuna Salad
Italian Meatball
Italian Sausage
Vegetarian
Reuben'""-""—' >-

|-*ry*

Small

Large

2.50
2.65
2.15
2.10
2.20
1.85
1.85
2.20
2.30
2.30
2.20
2.20
2.25

3.10
3.25
2.80
2.80
3.00
2.50
2.50
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.80
2.80
3.00

1 Free Coke
with any size sub
DELIVERY ONLY

1 Free Coke
with any
Chef Salad
I

r

■ -"„(<• •orxvr*

.15
.15

7.50
.20
.20

Lunch

Coupon Good From
11:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m.
$.75

Off Any Order
of $3.50 Or More
Delivery or Inside
No Alcohol
I
»-■

Lunch

*<fOM ipumoc'iw*

Salad-

Inside

Garlic Bread

Premium Beers On Tap:
Little Kings, Budweiser,
Old Milwaukee Light,
Schlitz Dark
Glasses and Pitchers
Numerous Domestic Bottled
Beers, Wines, and Mixed Drinks

Coupon Good For

it-'l'..'

Super Deluxe""—"'-"""
■ Extra Tomato
Extra Cheese

$.90

$.70

Sub &X&Z

-Subs-

1.40
Tossed Salad
3.25
Chef Salad
3.20
Tuna Salad
Chicken Salad
3.20
■
Salad Bar
All You Can Eat 2.75

On Delivery

This week only

-Pizza9 inch 12 inch 14 inch 16 inch

16 inch pizza
Coupon Good For

Free delivery over $2.90
INB.G.ONLY

516 E. Wooster
Bowling Green

Coupon Good For
On Delivery Order

OFFICE 372-4820

PUB 352-1504

352-1504 MYLES

Student Representatives Appointed or
Interested in serving on University Committees

OFFICE 372-0324

I

5

• Cost: $110 includes Room and Transportation to and from Toronto.

.

Applications are available in: •
■

3 Great Days and 2 Fun Nights in the Royal York Hotel.
£

National Leadership Honor Society

Urge

fis

Coupon Good From

Tomato Or Pizza Bread
Small 160
Large 2.20
Item Added .55

$.75 off

.75

P"<*\ IwbifC' 'O r**«o» *ithOul no'iC*

With Cheese
1.55
136
2.35

11:00a.m.-3:00 p.m.

Any 12", 14", or 16"
pizza
Inside Only

NODELIV

Only (1) coupon
on any one order
Pepsi, Root Beer.Moutain Dew. Dr Pepper, Ginger Ale .55
Coupons cannot be
Coffee
40
Milk
.50
Canned Pop
.50
used on any specials
6 Pack Of Canned Pop
2.50

-Beverages-
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Hess stresses importance of Arts-Science College
by Scott Sleek
Newt staff reporter
Dr. Gary Hess' main interest is
doing all that he can to emphasize the
importance of the Arts and Sciences.
But as acting dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, he has many more
concerns as well.'
Hess was appointed as the acting
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences after Dr. Michael Ferrari became interim president.
Hess said there are both immediate
and long-term values in Arts and
Sciences programs. He said there are
programs persons can go into immediately, as well as programs that can
lead them to graduate school, law
school or medical school.
ARTS AND SCIENCES is a "traditional training ground" for pre-med,
pre-law as well as an advanced training in other fields, he said.
The department is trying to inform
students on long term benefits in Arts
and Sciences, he said
"It seems as though many persons
who advance very quickly in business

and government are those with an
Arts and Sciences background," he
said. "There have been many studies
which have helped to illustrate this
point."
He said they try to encourage students to think about where they want
to be in later years as well as skills
"that may facilitate job advancement."

versity programs and decides for positions in the College.
"You spend a good deal of time
whether the University should be acreviewing credentials of people who
credited.
are asking for tenure and promotion,"
he said.
The financial situation of the Uni"BEYOND THESE PROJECTS, we
versity
makes the position "difficult
are also continuing a review of the and challenging,"
he said.
curriculum as part of the University's
development of an educational pro- He said the department has been
gram, he said. "The College of Arts asked to reduce costs, and it Is up to
and Sciences will play a major role in him to make those decisions as to
the educational program that is being what will be cut.
"Within the college it would ultimaestablished."
He said this process has been going tely be my decision although I would
on for a year and will be continuing.' get a great deal of advice from the
Hess said the college is working staff and possibly department chairs
more with the University Placement as well," he said.
Office on job placement for students
majoring in an area in Arts and
HESS SAID he still wants to keep in
Sciences.
He said he also is working in part to contact with students, and he said the
support faculty instructional interest. University is encouraging this.

"WE ARE ALSO doing all that we
can to work with the Administration
office as well as academic departments in recruiting students into programs in Arts and Sciences," Hess
said.
The conversion to the semester
system will require a large amount of
tune and work, Hess said.
He said the conversion will be completed by January, "but that's taking
an enormous amount of time, at present."
He said a second objective, one that
ANOTHER "very important funcis imposed on him, is the necessity to
Srepare a report for the University to tion of a dean" is dealing with personle North Central Association, an nel questions, he said, and he added
accrediting agency that reviews Uni- this involves interviewing candidates

THE JEWELRY
BOX
is Buying
60LDI SILVER
TUES.-FRI.10-5

HOW OPEN SATURDAY'S
12 to 6
133W.WOOSTERST.
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♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

DELTA GAMMA
Welcomes New Initiates
JmKutfci
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"I've always felt that people in
administration should do some teaching and I think it's important to keep
in touch with undergraduate students," he said.
Hess received his bachelor's degree
and master's degree as well as his
doctorate from the University of
Pittsburgh, and spent a year in India
doing research on the history of the
United States and Indian relations for
his dissertation.
He has been at the Univesitv since
1964, and prior to becoming dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences he
served as chairman of the history
department.
His wife teaches in the Bowling
Green City School system, and he has
an eight year old son.

Dr. Gary Hast

Cheerleaders lead way for KSU
KENT, Ohio (AP) - It cost Kent
State University $10,000 - and protests
from some women students - to bring
the Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders to
town for homecoming weekend.
But athletic officials believe their
investment was worthwhile. Some 21,000 fans watched the Golden Flashes
beat Northern Illinois University 35-10
on Saturday. That was the biggest
crowd at a homecoming game in
seven years and nearly three times
last year's attendance of 7,134.
"What we needed around here was

a little pizazz, a little excitement,"
said Chuck Shultzabarger, the university's assistant director of alumni and
development programs. It was Shultzabarger's idea to bring the 32 scantily clad southern belles to Kent to
stimulate interest in a football program that had fallen on hard times.'
BUT MORE THAN INTEREST in
football was stimulated. The switchboard at the hotel where the
cheerleaders stayed was deluged with
calls. Oglers were to be found
throughout the weekend. And, the
much publicized visit provoked fire
from some feminists.
"We are not attacking the individual cheerleaders," Mary Ellen War-

den of the Kent Women's
Organization said. "But we do object
to the image that continues to be
P'ected about women - you know,
women are just sex objects. And,
on top of that, we object to having the
university condone them being here."
Ms. Warden, however, was not in
town for homecoming - she had to go
to a wedding in New York. So she
missed a chance to meet with Suzanne
Mitchell, the cheerleaders' vice president, who had asked for a showdown.
Other KWO mem'uers protested at a
42-float parade Saturday with signs
like one that read: "Hearts & Minds
Not Bumps & Grinds."
Several of the cheerleaders, who
spoke at a news conference upon
arriving, said they couldn't understand the objections.

Tuesday,
the soup is on
the chef.
Buy Salad Bar Chef Salad,
Taco Salad. Vegetarian Salad, Anlipasto Salad
and Crazy George will give you one FREE
Bottomless Drink And One FREE
cup of Homemade Soup.
(EAT IN ONLY)
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440 E. Court 352-1596

SOUTH
945 S. Main 352-7571J

OPEN AT 11 A.M.
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OUR NEW WEDNESDAY
NIGHT SPECIAL
FROM 4pm - 8pm
Build All The Taco's you want - Anyway you want
em' from our TACO BAR. All kinds of toppings to
choose from. ^ ^ lm NugjJet$ Se|ye<J

NOW
OPEN

T
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"The Salon Of The Future"
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

\3ke J^iMnyemenf^
Creating the total beauty environment where you can get
your hair, nails, skin, makeup and fashion individually
coordinated to suit "your own look."
ALL NEW
JUST FOR YOU
• Hair Designs • Men's Hairstyling
• Manicures • Facials • Cosmetics
• Beard & Mustache Designs
• Geometric Haircoloring • Straightening
• Permanent Waving • Re-conditioning
"All Facets Of Cosmetology"

Nee Acceatha /leyilsf »ti, 352-4101 or 352-4143
»^
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183 S. MAIN

MOJV
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NEW HOURS:
Fti. 8 6 Tu»i t Thur» 8 8 Sol 8 3

181 (B) S. Main, B.G.
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Gillette

Good
News
Disposable
Razors

WITH THIS COUPON
LIMIT ONE P€R COUPON
Oiki good mra ii/2«i al ma
Bowling Gnaan Ravco alora only

REVCO COUPON T REVCO COUPON T REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON T

REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

SAVE 34C

SAVE 30C

SAVE 50C

SAVE 25C

SAVE 50C

SAVE 460

i\U^
Mylanta
Liquid

Bayer Aspirin
100s

12 fl. oz.

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $1.83

ONLY

!!

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $2.33

w

$J49 |j« $l 83

WITH
ITH THIS COUPON
UWT ONE PER COUPON
OnV good Ihm I lO«l al tha
Boaritng Qraan Ravco atom only

WITH THIS COUPON
#

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Ollex good thru 11/24*1 al the)
Bowling G'aan Ravco alora only

\

Ravco pa—we tha right to limit quantities.

\ need all
,ht
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Johnson's
Baby
Shampoo

Windex
Refill !!

7 II, oz.

Revco's low, everyday
disccunt price $1.85

ONLY

II
II

$ 39

1

WITH THIS COUPON
LIMIT ONE PEP. COUPON
Oft* oood Ihm tin**i al tha
Bowling Graan Ravco Hota only

2 Liter

6 ox.

or
Nivea
Lotion

II

Revco's low, everyday
discount price
$1.69
Less Mlrs. Instant Coupon.. - 40
Less Revco's 30coil
.-.30
Your final price
r$~.S5

a |
,
■
I

WITH THIS COUPON

11

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON.
Ottar good thru 11/24VJ1 at tha
Bowling Qraan Ravco alora o«y

Nivea
Cream

I
J

REVCO

|

10 oz.

ONLY

1

$179

Ottar good thru t "24*1 at lha
Bowling■ Graan Ravco store) only

BOWUNC GREEN
Crossroads Plaza, 1135 S. Main St.
352-5297

Purina Cat Food
Sardine. 6.5 oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price 25c

! ONLY
! 5 FOR

WITH
THIS COUPON
LIMIT ONE PER COUPON

Items available whila quantities last

l8jf

11

*1

00

WITH THIS COUPON

J \

^jj"~

*•■

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Ottar good thru t i/24S< at tha
Bowling
Qraan rwajr^aj
Ravco »ISHaJ
.Mora miiy
only
" - ~ *™ *V ^evi

Copyright
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1981 by Ravco OS., Inc.
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Kids not playing around with cable-television station
SUN PRAIRIE, Wls. (AP) - Chris
The project has an operating budget
Kerwin, a two-year veteran of the TV of about |20,000 a year, provided in
news business, is the perfect profes- part by the city and the Sun Prairie
sional at the scene of a story - barking Cable Commission. Parents are formorders, setting up sound equipment, ing a "Friends of KIDS-4" to support
focusing a portable color camera for a the channel.
tight closeup.
The staff includes a 20-child producHe is 12 years old.
tion crew picked through auditions, a
A slender towhead with dimples and 12-child programming committee sean infectious smile, Chris delivers his lected by McMahon and eight cadets
commentary with polish, ignoring the being trained for next year. Although
crowds that invariably gather when the project is not directly affiliated
he and the rest of his pint-sized news with the Sun Prairie School District,
team show up.
all participants must be students in
Chris and 39 other Sun Prairie the district.
youngsters aged 9 to 14 are beginning
the third year of a unique broadcastA FEW ADULT volunteers are on
ing project - KIDS-4, a cable tele- hand for safety reasons and to give
vision channel run completely by technical advice if the kids request it.
children.
But there have been no accidents in
two years of operation, and once the
training
period is over the youngsters
"ITS TOTALLY dedicated to children. They decide what goes on and need little help with the equipment.
when," said Nancy McMahon, presi"I'm only the adult producer. It
dent of Erin Broadcasting? and exec- isn't important what I think they want
utive director of KIDS-4. 'Just think to talk about (on the shows). It's what
of a typical television operation and they want to talk about," McMahon
reduce the height of the partici- commented. "In so many situations
pants."
with children, adults do the talking,

not the listening."
THIS OCT. 15, the crew will take
"They try to give as little advice as
in a special presentation at an
possible," said 11-year-old Jon Gar- part
Council for Better Broadrett, beginning his second year with American
casts conference in Washington, D.C.
KIDS-4. "We do everything. We make The
Prairie youngsters will talk
it, we produce it, we write it, we film with Sun
children in Australia through a
it.
live satellite hook-up.
The purpose of KIDS-4 is not to turn
ADULTS ON THE PROJECT have
miniature journalists, McMahon
been surprised that jobs behind the out
camera are far more popular than on- said.
hope to teach them to be litercamera spots. But the reason is ob- ate"We
consumers of the media," she
vious to the kids.
"We didn't set out to produce
"I get to see how it works," Chris said.
little David Brinkleys and Howard
explained.
There are no child stars on KIDS-4, Cosells - although we may have had
which is available in about 4,000 Sun ■them."
"The main thing is not a television
Prairie households. "No one child
said McMahon's assistant,
gets singled out," McMahon said. thing,"
O'Brien, whose 10-year-old
They're simply too young to cope Pat
Anne, is beginning her secwith that kind of attention. And daughter,
ond year with KIDS-4. "It gives them
blame."
of responsibility. It gives
The children's channel is on every a sense
a sense of accomplishment. It
day and features about two hours a them
gives them an awareness of the comweek of locally produced programs. munity
they didn't have before."
Last year, KIDS-4 produced a weekly
news show and special programs such
as call-in shows and coverage of Sun BESIDES what it's taught the chilPrairie High School hockey games.
dren, the project has shown the adults
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Sherry Y. Noble, C.T. -ELECTROLOGIST]

Newlv remodeled &
featuring Health Spa

Licensed by The Stole ol Ohio Medical Board

Equipment.i dour heated
Unwanted Hair Permanently Removed

puul. >duna, c« whirlpool

FREE CONSULTATION
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Expires: October 27, 1981
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• potatoes ond gravy • roll

i 1.25
'| «_.„.„,„
wr weaiu .•
I

miMam
rauMin

•

PNTOanea |

Expires: October 27. 1981

"its finger lickiri good"

K«ntid(i, fried 4W«*
BOWLING GREEN
1020 N. Main
49X-AWV
352-2061■

• AUUTILITIISINCLUDII)
EXCEPT ELECTRICITY
• LAUNDRY fACILITIEb
AVAILABLE

-CHERRYWOOD CLUB

Professional Approach. Inc.}

Oriim* Nrw 15.'9B1

— COUPON —

1.25 f

Expires: October 27, 1981

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
EXCEPT LIGHTS

NOW RENTING

Special TwiQ Person Bate ;;
on 2 Bedroom Apartments

Send to
Student Connections c/o Professional Approach Inc

$

WOT

I

TWO BEDROOM APTS.
-$250.0OFURNISHED

- ALL MAJORS LISTED -

• 2 pieces of chicken

*1.25 f

-SPECIAL TWO PERSON
RATE

Juniors, Seniors, and Graduate students
Lsts face it. In todays iob market a parson n*ade avary comprjuiiva «dga thay can gat. To halp obtain that naaded
edge Professional Approach Incorporated has developed an innovative concept In the career placement field
"Student Connections," a directory providing pertinent information relative to your own educational achievements and career goals, will be sent directly to the personnel offices of over 10.000 top employers in the nation
With the cost and time involved in sending out resumes, can you afford not to have your entry included in this
publication? Even if you are sending out resumes and actively interviewing, this publication will reach countless
other employers, thus increasing your employment options dramatically — All of this for the price of a pizza!

a—

MEADOWVIEW COURT
APARTMENTS

PIEDMONT
APARTMENTS

Pizza or a job?
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833 High St.
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ITS OUR

I

WHERE'S CORNER KITCHEN? WHAT S A
CORNER KITCHEN? CORNER KITCHEN

. — i — — —— ■COUPON

f

Bethel Rd Cokanbua. OhB 43220 (614)
451-0471

tor a raal otost' PRSSA Bear Sleet Friday.

i''

Free Delivery

Enterpnaee. mc Ptocamant OMaton 1685

SChttORSI

I
I |—
I To take advantage of this unique opportunity and let "Student Connections" wort* for you. please send:
I a 1 $8.00 (checks payable to Professional Approach
6. Graduation date (MoTYr)
Inc.)
7. Three areas of employment interest
I
Full
Name
8 Willing to relocate (Yea/No)
h Address ft Phone »to be contacted at
I
fl. Member ol any organization
Ma|or {students will be listed by maion
tO G P A (optional)
I
Minor
11 University Attending

fi»k foi It Whan Ordering
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Mt YOU PNOAV AT THE NEW STUDENT

Alpha r.u Omega ur tie RtMh. Aaehe

AnanUon AM ledteel Alpha Taw Omega

I'm EASY

FRESHMAN S TRANSFER STUOENTS-

m

taw Omega's taaes Fair Pet U. HO p.m.

cause the stamps were printed
before the Postal Service knew how
much rates would increase.
The brown-and-white stamps
also say they are only for domestic
mail. This is because foreign postal
agencies complained about mail
from the United States that did not
have prices.
The mail agency also will issue a
commemorative stamp without a
denomination printed on it. • The
stamp
will be worth 20 cents

Im CHEAP

Qamme

morMary value met gr—I eenamenta. value
Cat 372-4315 Reward

SENIORS' LAST CHANCE TO HAKE
TOUR PORTRAIT APPT FOR THE 1H2

Stamps go on for 20 cents
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Postal Service is putting 5.3 billion
20-cent stamps on sale today although first-class postal rates don't
go up to that level until Nov. 1.
In its announcement yesterday,
the Postal Service asked consumers to buy stamps before Nov. 1 to
avoid lines at post offices.
Instead of having 20 cents on
them, the new stamps bear the
letter "C." This is the third time
the Postal Service has issued a
stamp without a denomination be-

Chriatta, Nancy, Dab. Pan. 4 Harriet. Tha

Alpha

Coma ova' 4 maat Iha baat house on

PERSONALS '

The adults told them it couldn't be
done on such short notice and the
president's son probably wouldn't be
available to a children's station anyway.
Undaunted, Pete McDuffee, then 13,
called the White House.
"(Adult volunteer Robert) Rodrigaez called me that evening and said,
'Guess what you're doing tomorrow?'" McMahon said.

hum hat begun, gal reedy lor Iha Ion
atlar your pladga maaUng you'll gal your

LC*T 4 FOUND
Uat A ooU nng -rfr. diamond siucM No

vMwvt DO. ue 445 I N you h
eon or nwdiww Cal 372 2567

what children can. do, given the
chance. It has also shown them never
to underestimate the youngsters'
brass. One boy wrote to Walter Cronkite and signed the letter. "Your
fellow anchorman, David Fabie."
Two vears ago, planning their first
show, the crew decided they wanted
to interview Chip Carter, scheduled to
stop in Sun Prairie the next day to
campaign for his father.

•
•

•
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PORT CLINTON
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Everyday low prices for the entire family

WANT TO KNOW WHAT
GREEK LIFE IS ABOUT?
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
LITTLE SISTER RUSH
TUES.OCT.13
THURS. OCT. 15
TUES. OCT.20, INVITATION
THURS. OCT.22, INVITATION
8:00-10:00 pm
COME OVER &
RODGERS
MEET THE
BROTHERS &
x
LIL SISSES

AE$
x

xxx

I Brookdale Stables

655-2193

Public Trail Riding
English & Western
Lessons
Boarding
Hay Rides
Party Facilities

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75. Drive West To
2nd Crossroad. Turn South (Mitchell Rd.)
Next Crossroad Is Freyman Rd.
Turn East G Continue 200 Yds

PEACE
CORPS
MEANS
BUSINESS.
shop ■ long

: nq in Beii.--

rVork

Fih|
•

.

■

-

14810 FREYMAN RD. - CYGNET
• BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for*
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

October 15/16 Interviews: Placement Center Information.
University Hall or Detroit Office 1-800-21-8686.

The BG Newi October 13. IMI *

Israeli Cabinet votes to carry out peace treaty
protective buffer zone.

News Analysis
JERUSALEM (AP) - After some
hesitation, Israel has decided to
ilunge ahead with its peace with
But problems remain, princiUy the issue of Palestinian autonomy, that will take more than
goodwill to resolve.
Prime Minister Menachem Begin's
Cabinet on Sunday reached a reportedly unanimous decision to carry out
its treaty obligations with Egypt, barring any new unexpected shock.

"IT IS VERY CLEAR that we have
to go on with the peace process even
without Sadat - as if Sadat were still
alive." said Deputy Prime Minister
Simcha Ehrlich.
The Egyptian leader's assassination shook Israel, whose people have
long been apprehensive about giving
back territory for an intangible promise of eternal peace that could easily
be broken, especially once the last
Israeli left the Sinai.

The key commitment is the sched- As long as Sadat was in firm conigtto take
uled withdrawal next April from the trol, the?!Israelis were willing
Sinai Peninsula, which will leave Is- the risk. After his death, the Israelis'
rael's southern flank shorn of its immediate reaction was to wait and

Program relieves families

see. Nobody rushed to assure Egypt Mubarak rapport, the remaining
that the assassination would not af- obstacles will be difficult ones to
fect the situation.
clear. Talks are still deadlocked on
self-rule in the Israeli-oc"If the peace process continues, the Palestinian
West Bank of the Jordan River
Israeli withdrawal from Sinai also cupied
will continue," said Foreign Minister and the Gaza Strip.
Yitzhak Shamir, while Begin said
One Israeli analyst, Professor Mornothing more than that he hoped
dechai Abir of the Hebrew University,
peace would develop uninterrupted.
predicts that Mubarak, who was Sadat's liaison with Saudi Arabia, will
"I AM CONVINCED the peace try to rebuild ties with that key Arab
process will continue," Begin told his state by taking a tougher line on the
Cabinet, describing his 40-minute talk Palestinian issue.
with Hosni Mubarak, Sadat's designated successor, on Saturday, the day
Israeli officials say the Sadat assasof Sadat's funeral.
sination appears to have shaken the
U.S. government out of its seeming
But, despite the apparent Begin- apathy toward the autonomy talks.

For many years, the Faths didn't
take trips or even leave their home
together to shop or attend family
social events. That was before the
Hamilton County Council for Retarded Citizens began its Respite
Care Program.

reports on it," Guralnik said.
"Our emphasis is on the English
language as spoken in America,
and for that reason, we chose to
call it the dictionary of the American language."
The dictionary is the only one of
the top four to call the language
American. "It does for the American language what the 'Oxford
English Dictionary' does for the
language as a whole," he said.
But it's not the only one to use
the name Webster.

"SHE IS MY EYES and my son's
ears," said Fath, 65. "She has to do
almost everything for us. She has
to do all the driving and a lot of the
reading."
The Faths learned about the Respite Care Program last year and
used it to attend two family weddings out of state.
"We only paid $75 for each weekend," Mrs. Path said. "If we hired
someone from a nursing service,
we couldn't afford the weekends."

The program makes available for a few hours or for a weekend people trained to care for the handicapped.

The G. and C. Merriam Co. of
Springfield, Mass., bought the
Webster dictionary from Noah
Webster's heirs more than a century ago and uses the name for its
Merriam-Webster dictionaries.

"THE MAIN PURPOSE is to
provide relief for families who normally take care of handicapped
family members," said Tern Wanner, the agency's executive director.
"There's a lot of people who, if
they didn't get this kind of help,
would have to put the family member in a nursing home or institution."

Now they use the service when
they want to go shopping or to a
senior citizens center for an afternoon.
Jim Fath lost his hearing after
high school and has been paralyzed
from the waist down since his early
20s.

The dictionary is completely
overhauled every 12 to 20 years,
with updatings every two years,
Guralnik said. It never gets bigSer, so sometimes entries are
eleted or definitions are rewritten to make room for new words.

The program began two years
ago and is funded by private donations, federal money and the
United Appeal, Wanner said. Care
eroviders go through an eight-week
aining program that teaches
them how to care for people with
various handicaps.

"We really don't know what
caused his deafness or paralysis,"
Mrs. Fath said. "The doctors never
really put a name to it. There was
some brain damage, but Jim has
never accepted it as permanent.
He has some therapy, and he is
very determined to get out of it."

Dictionary editor surrounded by words
CLEVELAND (AP) - When it shaped desk looking out over one
comes to chosing words, David of Cleveland's busiests corners,
Guralnik has about a million at he edits "Webster's New World
Dictionary of the American Lanhis fingertips - literally.
New words and old words, from guage."
The unadorned blue book is one
profound to profane.
They're written on slips of pa- of the four top dictionaries in the
per and stored in rows and rows of country and the one used as first
small file drawers outside his reference by such august publicaoffice with notes about where and tions as The New York Times and
The Wall Street Journal.
how they're used.
Guralnik is a lexicographer.
"I supervise an editorial staff
From a spacious, horseshoe- that monitors the language and

Normally, most of the burden of
caring for their son falls on Mary
Fath, 64. Her husband has had
most of both of his feet amputated
and is legally blind as a result of
diabetes.

CINCINNATI .(AP) - Virgil and
Mary Fath never felt comfortable
leaving their son, Jim, a 36-yearold deaf paraplegic, in someone
else's care.

FALCON
HOCKEY
IS BACK

B.G.S.U.
SPANISH CLUB
MEETING

Welcome Students

&

MEMBERSHIP SIGN-UP
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GIVE US A TRY

MAC NORTH LOUNGE
REFRESHMENTS AFTERWARD
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SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS OFF ANY

Sandwich And Salad Bar
Combination — Good Anytime Mon.-Fri.
Good With Coupon Only - Invalid With
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HOMECOMING

'T^Ono Dollar Off Any
Complete Dinner — Salad Bar or

SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE
APPLICATIONS
NOW AVAILABLE
in the UAO office
3rd Floor Union
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Open weekdays 10-9, Saturday 9-7, and
Sunday 12-5.
Appointments never needed, but recommended
for perms & coloring.

CorncrS .Main

Bowling

FALCONS VS.MICH-DEARBORN
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ADULTS $3.00 STUDENTS $2.00
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Professional
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Is more than
an art.
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OUTPOST WESTERN STORE

1st Anniversary Sale
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And
we've never
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October 12-18
Come in2ndand
register for prizes
1st prize Goose Down Coat
prize Felt Bat

Hrs M-F 10-8
SAT 10-6
SUN 12-5

!

heard of you
either.

We're the College Republicans.
We're the Republican Parly on campus. We
register voters, work in campaigns, participate io
party conventions, hear speakers, work for legislation.
But it's not all politics. We're involved in community service programs. Some of us are involved
in student government.
And we're not always so serious- There are
plenty of good, fun times.
Now you know about us. How about letting us
get to know you? It's easy--just join us.

When it comes to getting
o job In professional pnotogropny. creativity isn't enough
You also need strong technical and practical skills
That's why. at the Ohio
institute of Photography, all
our instructors are professional photographers so
you'll graduate thinking like
a professional
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Interviews: SatOct 17
or Sun Oct 18
Elgible: Any Female/
Male University Student
graduating before Aug 1982

With Salad Bar

STUDENTS SAVE 10 per cent on any hairstyling
service. For example, haircuts just $7.20...
shampoo $1.80...blow-dry styling only $3.60.
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Sports
Akron defense hands Falcon kickers first loss, 2-0
by Tracy Collins
News stan reporter
Bowling Green's soccer team got a
taste of its own medicine, and with it,
its first taste of defeat, last Saturday,
as the Falcons dropped a 2-0 decision
to Akron at Mickey Cochrane Field.

The Falcons, who have recorded six
shutouts this season, had their offense
completely manhandled by the Zips,
due to Akron's incredible strength in
the backfield. BG was limited to just
five shots on goal, with only one
coming in the second half.
BG's strikers, who between them

But the statistics can be misleadhad 127 shots and 23 coals in eight
games entering Saturday's contest, ing. The teams were very even
got just three shots at the goal, with throughout most of the contest, and
only one posing a threat to Akron's BG's backs, for the most part, were
freshman goaltender. Glen Sharkey. able to handle Akron's forwards. The
Bob Theophilus, BG's co-leader in Zips' backfield (Simon Spelling, Charshots entering the game, was totally lie Theuma, David Strecker, Savas
Tsitiridis and Steve Nichol) proved to
shutout in the contest.

be the dominant and deciding factor.
"OUR STRIKERS were a little intimidated," BG coach Gary Palmisano said. "The Akron backs kept
them guessing. They really took our
strikers out of the game. Nichol is one
of the best sweepers in the country."
The Falcons' defense was put to the
test by Akron's front line of Matt
English, ail-American Joe Pereira
and J.B. Amangoua. Due to sparkling
performances by Lenny Connors and
goaltender Joe Koury, and a fine
effort from Charlie Thomas, BG was
able to shut the Zips down, except for
two mistakes which Akron turned into
goals.
Akron scored at the 18:45 mark of
the first half, when English broke
inside of BG's Mike Miller to take
Spelling's comer kick, slamming it
passed Koury, who was screened on
the play.
"We played well in the first half, but
we needed to score to put some pressure on them," Palmisano said. "We
had to play 65 percent of the game
under pressure, and that throws a
team off its timing."
That pressured showed with 4:27
left in the game, when a mental error
by Miller gave the Zips an insurance
goal. Defending on English, Miller
intercepted the hall but inadvertently
passed it to Pereira, who was all alone
in front of the Falcon goal, where he
easily beat Koury.

University of Akron back Tony Felipe (8) leaps over an
attempted tackle by Bowling Green's Bart Markel (13), in

• tilt photo by Al Fuchi

action from last Saturday's 2-0 Falcon defeat. Looking on
is Zip forward J.B. Amangoua (12).

"THERE WAS A big mix-up on that
second goal," Koury said. "Mills
(Miller) made a blind pass -1 think he
was trying to hit Charlie (Thomas). I
came out, and I knew that if he
(Pereira) took one more dribble. I

had him. Unfortunately, he didn't
take the second dribble.
Besides the two scoring plays, Akron had an apparent goal called back
because of a penalty, and had another
shot hit the crossbar. BG's answer on
offense consisted mainly of a 40 second offensive surge in the first half,
when the Falcons had two very near
misses. Akron's defense never again
let BG get that close.
"I said before the game that there
were two things that we needed to do
in order to win, and that was first, to
not let them score on a restart, which
Akron did; and second, to play flawless soccer, but we made two very bad
mistakes," Palmisano said. "You lust
can't make those kind of mistakes
against an opponent like Akron.
"Akron was bigger, and taller
across the board, and it showed. They
were the dominate force in the midfield. And Matt English was the dominant player (English had 10 of
Akron s 17 shots on goal).
"It was like if our football team had
to line up against Notre Dame. Both
teams are skilled, but there's no way
we can match up size and strengthwise. You have got to give credit to
our team, though, because they
worked their tails off. It is important
that the players realize this is not the
end of the season, which is something
that would have also had to realize U
we had won."
The Falcons, now 7-1-1, will have no
break after playing Akron, which was
ranked third in the region (to BG's
fifth) and second in the state (to BG's
third) entering Saturday's contest.
BG must now face Indiana, which is
ranked first in the region and second
in the country. The game will be
played tomorrow, at 3:30, at Mickey
Cochrane Field.

Falcons host Michigan-Dearborn

Skaters preview latest edition in exhibition
by Chris Sherk
■pats' editor
It is time for the speculation to
simmer and the expectations to boil
concerning this year's edition of the
Bowling Green hockey Falcons.
BG hosts Division II power Michigan-Dearborn today in a 7:30 exhibition contest at the ice Arena. Tickets
are still available for the game, $2.00
for students and $3.00 for adults.
Sports passes will not admit BG students.
The Falcons have been in camp for
three weeks, preparing for their regular season opener against North Dakota, Friday and Saturday at 7:30
p.m. in the Ice Arena. The NoDaks
were the 1980 National champions
after beating Northern Michigan, of
the Central Collegiate Hockey Association. Next week, BG travels to
defending national champion Wisconsin for a two-game set with the Badgers.
Coach Jerry York, in looking at
tonight's pre-season opponent, said he
expects Michigan-Dearborn to provide his untested skaters with some

useful experience before heading into
two weeks of hockey with the nation's
best.
"We're all looking forward to Michigan-Dearborn," York, now in his
third year as Falcon coach, said. "It's
like a dress rehearsal. We've been
anxiously looking forward to North
Dakota this weekend. Michigan-Dearborn will be good for us early in
season to get some of the wrinkles out,
offensively and defensively."
The exhibition game also provides
York with some added knowledge of
how some of his younger players
(eight icers will be seeing their first
action in a BG uniform) will perform
in a Rame-like situation.
"I think it will help our squad get
ready for this weekend," York said.
"A lot of spots still are not firmed up
at forward and goalie. If somebody
comes out tomorrow night, he might
earn a few points.
"We're looking for lots of hustle.
It's still early for our team. But if we

work very hard, we might play out Chris Guertin, Kim Collins, Andre
some of those wrinkles."
Latretlle, Peter Wilson, and freshmen
Kane, Kerry Kennedy and Scott
York said he will play all three of Dan
the goalies on the team tonight. Ju- Mader.
nior Mike David, sophomore George
Smith and freshman Wayne Collins
will each be in goal for the Falcons for
one period.

Im notes i

York listed four pairs of defensemen that are likely to see action,
as well. Brian MacLellan and Dave
O'Brian will match up at the blue line,
as will Wayne Wilson and Mike Pikul.
Garry Galley and Barry Mills, and
Chris Sanna and Doug Warren.

Entries for cross country, golf and
fraternity hockey are due today. Entries are available from fraternity
and residence hall athletic chairmen
and at the IM office, 201 Memorial
Hall.
The cross country meet will be held
Friday at 4:30 p.m. on the University
Golf Course, the site of the golf tourney. Saturday at 10 a.m. Fraternity
hockey begins Sunday at 10:30 p.m.

York said he has solidified two
forward lines and has hopes of developing two more lines by this weekend.
The lines of George McPhee, Brian
Hills, and freshman Dave Randerson
Entries for the all-campus handball
and John Samanski, Perry Braun and and racquetball tournaments are due
another freshman, George Roll are next Tuesday, Oct. 20.
set, according to York, although Roll
is Questionable for tonight's game, as
Entries for women's soccer are due
he has a bruised heel.
tomorrow in 108 Student Recreation
Those who are battling for the other Center. Tournament play begins Satlines are: Tim Hack, Nick Bandescu, urday at 10 a.m.

Harriers team up on Eastern, Cedarville
staff photo by Al Fuchi

Bowling Green's Chris Koehler (96) and Chris Los (95)
cross the finish line hand-in-hand in a tie for first place hi
last Saturday's cross country meet.

BG back on course
by Cbuck Krumel
News staff reporter

The Bowling Green men's cross
country team, running its first home
meet of the season, responded with
its finest showing this year, easily
outdistancing Ball State 15-50, to
improve its mark to 2-5.
Junior Chris Koehler and sophomore Chris Los tied for first with a
time of 31:59 over the 6.1-mile distance. Sophomore Tim Brennan was
second at 32:08 while Bob Barrett,
Jeff Boutelle and senior co-captain
Holger Hille all tied for third with a
time of 32:34.
"Ball State did not have that
strong of a team," Brodt said.
"They were behind us in the conference. We had some runners that
really ran well for us today. Barrett
has not been up there in a while and
he ran a good race, so did Boutelle.
But we still need to improve more
before the MAC tournament,
though."
BRODT SAID the Falcons worked
primarily on running as a group
during most of last week in practice.
Brodt added that one of the team's
major weaknesses throughout the

year has been its inability to place
its lower runners higher in the
standings.
"It's hard to expect runners to
place near the top when everyone is
not in the same kind of shape,"
Brodt said. "Before this race, we
just wanted to run together and do
well as a team. I think we accomplished that."
Koehler, the team's top runner all
season, agreed with Brodt. "The
team ran well even though the competition wasn't all that strong,"
Koehler said. "We worked mostly on
team work. Hopefully, we'll get
stronger as we move closer to the
MAC. Right now, we need to work a
little more on improving ourselves
in some areas."
Hille, who has slowed by a cold,
ran his best race this fall. "This race
was a big lift for all of us," Hille
said. "It was my best race so far. I
was impressed by the fact that we
shut them out."
Koehler said he felt he could have
run faster, but said he probably will
not reach his peak until the MAC
championships. "I feel that I'm improving more as season progresses," Koehler said.

Lanciaux's record-breaking run
came despite making a wrong turn
shortly after passing the two mile
The Bowling Green women's cross' mark of the race. Lanciaux was leadcountry team took a giant step toward ing the pack, with Kaczor following
the October 24th Mid-American Con- close behind, when she became conference Championship by defeating fused and made the faulty turn. Sink
league rival Eastern Michigan, 21-40, said Lanciaux may have run 90 yards
and Cedarville 15-50, last Saturday at before righting herself.
BG.
"I got confused about the layout of
the course and turned too soon,"
The Falcons captured six of the top Lanciaux said. "It was a good thing
nine positions with freshman JoAnn Kathy was behind me or I might have
Lanciaux and junior Kathy Kaczor went a little further before realizing
finishing first and second for BG for my mistake."
the fifth consecutive time this season.
The race marked a BG first of sorts,
Lanciaux set a new BG course re- as both the women's and Falcons'
cord with a time of 18:10.8, breaking men's team started their meets simthe old mark of 18:20.2, set last month ultaniously from the starting line.
by Michigan's Melanie Weaver.
"It felt strange starting at the same
time with the guys," Kaczor said.
EMU's Cheryl Scheffer and Bonnie "They started out so fast, it seemed
Arnold grabbed the third and fourth they were way ahead of us by the time
positions with times of 18:23 and 18:28 we got going."
respectively.
Sink said perhaps the simultaneous
helped his team run the first
Head coach Sid Sink, said he was start
a little faster than expected.
surprised by his team's strong show- mile
Falcon runners that placed
ing and said the team is stronger now Other
near the top were; junior Terri Gindthan last year at this time.
lesberger, 5th, with a time of 18:31;
Gidget Wicham (6th, 18:36); Rosalie
"Everybody just ran super," Sink Cocita (7th, 18:37); Sandra Cook (8th,
said. "It surprised me. we ran the 18:57); and Bev Lynch (9th. 19:06).
first mile ten seconds faster than we
had planned. We had 17 runners finish
The Falcons travel to Ohio State
the race in under twenty minutes. this Saturday to participate in the
Last year we only had eight. That's a Ohio Intercollegiate Invitational. The
tremendous improvement on our invite will also double as a dual meet
home course."
with Ohio University.
by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter

_ rs.: J
s,«ff photo by Dais Omori
Bowling Green junior Kathy Kaczor is con*.. ..UMH,. bv
women's cross country assistant Jake Rice after finishing
second in last Saturday's tri-mee .
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Draw:
Falcon defense saves face against Redskin attack
by Chris Sberk
sports editor
If, indeed, Bowling Green fielded an offense
in its 7-7 sleeper with Miami last Saturday,
each of those 11 players deserves an Oscar for
a collective impersonation of the Invisible
Man.
Fortunately for the still-winless Falcons,
they did stage a respectable defensive performance to salvage a Mid-American Conference
tie and avoid a ninth straight defeat at the
hands of the Redskins.
For some of the 14,768 on hand, the tight,
defensive struggle was not enough to keep
them in their seats, as many headed for the
exits before the start of the fourth quarter,
with BG down 7-0.
PERHAPS IT WAS the 90 yards total offense, a mere 17 on the ground, that the
Falcons had to show for three quarters of the
football game that compelled the fans to
depart. Or perhaps it was the ease with which
Miami ran up and down the field all afternoon
(amassing 244 yards rushing).
Nevertheless, the Falcons were down by

just a touchdown with IS minutes to play. So
when Miami's Greg Jones coughed up his
second fumble on his own 43-yardline and the
Falcons converted the miscue into a score, the
stage was set for the final act.
With the ball resting on the Redskin 43
following the Jones' fumble, BG roused its
dormant offense. Bryant "Cowboy" Jones
toted the ball four times in the scoring drive,
Sicking up two first downs in the process.
-reg Taylor, quarterback turned flanker,
legged out 14 yards on a reverse and freshman
tight end Mark Dowdell snagged a Dayne
Palsgrove pass for six yards and two more
first downs.
The drive was capped when Palsgrove
bootlegged right and found a wide-open Dowdell in the endzone. It was the first BG
touchdown against Miami since 1978.
WHEN BG HEAD COACH Denny Stolz
decided against a go-ahead, two-point conversion with 5:57 remaining, Gehad Youseff
golfed his kick through the uprights to tie it at
"You gotta have two tight ends to go for two

(points)," Stolz said, referring to both his
decision on the conversion and his one-deep
situation at tight end. "We will have another
tight end back next week, David Miller (who
was injured during pre-season practice in
September.)
Miami still had plenty of time to score, and
appeared close to doing it. until BG safety
Martin Bayless intercepted an undertnrown
John Appold pass to Don Treadwell in the
corner of the endzone with 2:27 left. It was the
fourth time Miami penetrated to within the
BG 15-yard line and came away sans score.
"Our offense continued to make a thousand
mistakes," Miami head coach Tom Reed said.
"We had tremendous opportunities. The offense is strictly my responsibility. We have
not been on track the way we should have,
especially in that game. It was a disaster at
best."
Miami's first drive pushed the ball to the BG
6. But it was halted when offensive interference was called in the endzone, resulting in an
automatic touchback and BG's ball on the 20.
REDSKIN PLACEKICKER Mike Kiebach

missed a 28-yard field goal attempt into the
wind, closing down another threat early in the
second period. On their next possession, the
Redskins drove to the BG 10, only to be
stopped in their moccasins by Jones' first
fumble.
"Our defense absolutely sucked it up in the
scoring zone," Stolz said. "They (BG) had
three incredible penalties (a fumbled punt,
when the ball bounced off the back of Tony
Graham, pass interference and roughing the
passer). The defense played like the devil.
They (Miami) could have scored seven touchdowns with that many errors.
Miami did manage to score with 45 seconds
left in the first half, when Jones capped a 12play, 54-yard drive with a one-yard dive up the
middle.
Jones equaled the Miami record for total
carries in one game. 45, while gaining 186
yards to pad his conference-leading rushing
mark of 131 yards per game.
AFTER BAYLESS'S interception in the
endzone prevented Miami from breaking the
deadlock late in the game, the Redskins got

BG crowd frustrated as
Falcons, Redskins play
to 7-7...(yawn)...deadlock
Perhaps Bowling Green should be
happy to have forged a tie with Miami
last Saturday. After all, the Falcons
did not deserve to win, and for the
first time in nine years, BG did not
lose to the Redskins.
But, college football, even at this
University, does not work that way.
No one goes home satisfied after a tie
and it is especially disgusting when
the two teams seemingly play for a tie
towards the end of a game that was
not very exciting to begin with.
First, BG stunned its fans by not
going for a two-point conversion after
scoruigwith 5:57 remaining in the
game. BG head coach Denny Stolz
said afterwards that the Falcons
couldn't go for two with just one tight
end in the game.
INJURIES HAVE deleted BG's
receiving corps this season and tight
end has been one of the hardest hit
areas. But Stolz' memory must have
been failing him, because earlier this
season at Ohio University, BG not
only went for, but successfully
completed a two-point conversion
with just one tight end.
Stolz also said that, with nearly six
minutes left in the contest, he felt
BG's defense could hold the Redskins,
and the Falcons would have time to
drive for another score.
At least somebody still has
confidence in the highly impotent BG
offense. After watching the Redskins
C'l the Falcons all over the field and
t them to a measley 141 total
yards, most fans regarded the
touchdown with 5:57 left as some sort
of sign from the heavens.
Gehad Youseff's extra point kick
cleared the uprights by all of a couple
inches to tie the game and led Stolz to
admit later that that's not money in
the bank at all" when Youseff
launches a PAT kick.
FOR THE FALCONS to win the
contest in the final six minutes, they
almost certainly would have had to
Einetrate very deep into Miami
rritory. Stolz even admitted after
the game that BG would have had to
tet very close indeed for Youseff to
ick a field goal into the fierce Doyt
Perry Field wind.

the ball back for one last time. But unable to
move the football, the Redskins lined up to
punt. Both teams allowed the clock to run as
Steve Bumpass' punt was downed at the BG
26.
Palsgrove's pass to Taylor fell incomplete
as time ran out.
Stolz said that he was unsure whether he
had one timeout left, which in fact he did.
"HeH yes, I thought they were going to fake
punt it,'' Stolz said, justifying his decision to
allow the clock to run. "We can't kick a field
goal from there (the BG 26) when there's one
play left in the ball game. We've got to get
awfully close to kick a field goal into the
wind.
FALCON NOTES: In his first start at
flanker for BG, Taylor caught six passes for 42
yards and ran twice for five more. Stolz
commented, "He's the only player we've got
right now who's got any skill to run once lie
gets outside. I thought he played very well. In
fact, he made a block on the first play; I about
died."

*«m Yanks, A's
open series

Miami's elusive tailback, Greg Jones, shakes off BG defensive back Lee Williams on one
of his 45 carries totaling 186 yards last Saturday at Doyt Perry Field.

NEW YORK (AP) - Oakland's young,
fired-up A's challenge the traditionladen New York Yankees with the
American League pennant at stake in
a best-of-five championship series
beginning tonight.
The A's, managed by ex-Yankees'
skipper Billy Martin, feature a speedoriented attack that is called "Billyball," a tribute to the pilot who has
taken the team from sorry also-rans
to championship contenders.
The A's speed game, led by fleet
outfielder Rickey Henderson who
stole 100 bases last year and 56 in 108
games this season, is in stark contrast
to New York's rock-'em, sock-'em
long ball approach, epitomized by
slugger Reggie Jackson.
It was Jackson's two-run homer
that triggered the Yankees' 7-3 AL
East Division clincher against Milwaukee Sunday night. The A's swept
to the West Division crown, eliminating defending champion Kansas City
in three straight games.
New York and Oakland earned their
way into the postseason playoffs by
leading their divisions for the first
half of the season. Oakland set a
record, winning 17 of its first 18
games. The A's finished the first half
at 37-23 and were 64-45 for the full
season. The Yanks were 34-22 for the
first half and 59-48 overall.
The Yankees received some bad
news Monday when it was disclosed
that a blister on the right index finger
had knocked Rick Reuschel out of the
second game start.
"His chances of pitching Wednesday are not very good," said Clyde
King, the Yankees' pitching coach.
The Yankees will open with lefthander Tommy John Tuesday night
against Oakland right-hander Mike
Norris. Reuschel's injury forced New
York Manager Bob Lemon to revise
his pitching plans after that. Lefthander Rudy May will work Game
Two, followed by rookie Dave Righetti in the third game and Ron
Guidry in Game Four.
"The blister's not too bad," said
Reuschel. "I should be ready sometime in this series."
When he returns to action, Reuschel
probably will be in the bullpen, a busy
place in the Yankees' scheme of
things. Sunday night's 7-3 East Division clincher against Milwaukee was
a perfect example of the club's approach to these games.
New York split the first seven innings of the game between Guidry
and Righetti, then turned the lead
over to relief ace Rich Gossage. It
was Gossage's third save of the series, and it is a pattern that John
dxpects to continue.
"On this club, you get to the seventh
inning and it's tied or you're ahead by
a run, you know you're going to get
Goose or (Ron) Davis," he said.
That's not the case with the A's,
where Martin specializes in complete
games for his pitching staff. A year
ago, the Oakland pitchers completed
a record 94 games.

opponents before falling. The Falcons
lost to Lewis College (14-16,15-12 and
1W) and DePaul (7-15, 15-7 and 1512).
Although the Falcons dropped all of
their games, they showed marked
improvement in their play over the
four games, senior spiker Sara Ringle
said.
"We started off a little slow in the
matches, but we played much better
as the weekend went along," Ringle
said. "We're playing better as we get
to know each other more and as the
freshmen get their experience."
A major problem for BG was falling
behind early in the games, although
not because of a lack of intensity,
Ringle said.
"Usually the score of a game is
obvious when you are on the court
because of the way the players are
playing, so you don't need to look at

BG coach John Piper said he was
pleased with the overall performance
of his six-man contingent in the Falcons' first tourney this fall. BG plays
an abreviated schedule in the fall to
qualify the six best golfers for the
spring's regular season.
Ohio State and South Carolina tied
for first in the 54-hole Buckeye tourney, at 1130, before the Gamecocks
won the championship by one stroke
in a tie-breaking round. OSU's Stan
Cooke and Greg Ladehoff tied for
individual medalist honors at 7-overpar, 223.
Jean LaRochelle carded BG's best
overall score, a 77-74-76-227, good for
a sixth-place tie. Finishing behind
LaRochelle for BG were: Randy
Stocke (77-76-77-230'; Al Paonessa
(74-79-80-233); Mike Dzienny .80-7779-236). Pat Shaws <82-74-84-'>40':
and Brad Turner 78-83-87 2481

Sideline
Joe Menzer
assistant sports editor

After Stolz' decision to settle for the
one-pointer, MU head coach Tom
Reed further confused the fans by
running the football and then punting
it away in the final seconds. It seemed
as if the two coaches thought that the
Mid-American Conference was giving
out a special bonus last weekend for
teams that tied.
"We Just were not executing," Reed
said. "If you want to play percentage
football, the percentages in that
situation dictate that we have Jones
run the football."
Even though Jones was Miami's
most effective.Qffensive weapon, .
running for 186 yards on a recordtying 45 carries, it is almost too much
to ask of any back to take a team from
its own 26-yard line into field goal
range in a matter of 1:33.
THEN, WHEN fourth down-andfour came up, and Stolz fully expected
the Redskins to fake a punt, the fans
watched disbelievingly as both teams
let nearly 20 seconds tick off the clock.
No one called timeout, and Stolz
later revealed that he was unsure how
many he had left.
"I don't think I had ever coached a
tie here, but I've coached quite a few
one-pointers" Stolz said afterwards,
referring to all the close games BG
has lost in the last two years.
Stolz' track record indicates that he
does not play for ties. With the game
on the line earlier this season at OU,
the Falcons did not hesitate to go for
two. Two seasons ago, in a similar
situation against Kentucky, BG made
the same decision.
Perhaps Stolz had nightmare
visions Saturday of another heartbreaking one-point loss. But the home
fans Stolz ana the Falcons so much
wanted to please desperately wanted
a shot at something they haven't
experienced in seven games spanning
two seasons - a clear-cut victory.

Sports briefs.
There will be an organizational
meeting for all those interested in
women's indoor and outdoor track
tomorrow at 6:30 p.m. in the women's
lockerroom on the west side of Doyt
Perry Field.
The Bowling Green Roadrunners

will be sponsoring a organizational
meeting tor all interested runners
Thursday, Oct. 15, at 7 p.m. at the
Wintergarden Lodge. Sid Sink, coach
of the women's cross country team at
the University will speak and conduct
a running clinic. For information, call
the Falcon House at 352-3610.
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Weekend wrap-up.
Strickers split
Bowling Green's field hockey team
split a doubleheader with two MidAmerican Conference opponents last
Saturday, falling to Northern Illinois,
3-1, but thrashing Western Michigan,
3-0.
Despite the loss, BG's first in the
conference, the Falcons (4-1) stand
tied for first place in the MAC with
Miami. Ohio University, Central
Michigan and Ball State all trail with
3-1 marks.
The stickers travel to Michigan,
today, for a 4 p.m. contest, then will
continue conference competition this
weekend with Toledo, Eastern Michigan and Ball State.
An inability to convert penalty corners into goals was BG's downfall in

its loss to Northern Illinois Saturday in her second goal of the day midway
morning. The Falcons were given 22 through the first half, and Kerry
penalty shots which yielded no shots Dargan wrapped things up by scoring
on the NIU goal.
just before the half.
"They (Northern Illinois) just con"We were much, much better the
trolled the game." said BG coach Pat second game," said Brett. "We fiBrett. "We couldn't get any shots off, nally pulled it all together and things
and that deflated us.
fellinto place."
The Huskies did all their scoring
damage in the first half. Stacie Boluman knocked in a goal at 1:45 into the
game. Cindy Potteogen tallied what
turned out to be the winning goal, and
Boluman followed up with another
Bowling Green's women's volleyball team dropped all four of its
score.
Nanci Smith had the Falcons' only matches last weekend at the Windy
goal, connecting late in the second City Classic in Chicago. BG's record
falls to 4-12.
BG then unleashed its wrath on
BG dropped its first match, 15-5 and
Western Michigan that afternoon. Se- 15-3, to Iowa, and lost its second
nior Deb Lux led off the scoring blitz match to Loyola University of Chisix minutes into the game. Smith, cago, 15-8 and 15-7. The Falcons
assisted by Kathleen Kelly, knocked threatened each of their next two

Spikers swept

the scoreboard," she said. "But in our
early matches, it would feel (in intensity) that the game was very close.
but I would look up to the scoreboard
and see that we were down by 10
points.
"We really played more like we
should in the last two games. I think
the team will be alright as soon as we
play more together without lapses in
concentration."
The Falcons return home to Anderson Arena, tonight at 7:30. to face
Mid-American Conference foe Eastern Michigan.

Golfers fourth
Bowling Green's men's golf team
finished fourth in the 13-team Buckeye Classic Tournament last weekend
in Columbus.
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Sports
Akron defense hands Falcon kickers first loss, 2-0
by Tracy Collins
New* staff reporter
Bowling Green's soccer team got a
taste of its own medicine, and with it,
its first taste of defeat, last Saturday,
as the Falcons dropped a 2-0 decision
to Akron at Mickey Cochrane Field.

The Falcons, who have recorded six
shutouts this season, had their offense
completely manhandled by the Zips,
due to Akron's incredible strength in
the backfield. BG was limited to just
five shots on goal, with only one
coming in the second half.
BG's strikers, who between them

had 127 shots and 23 goals in eight
games entering Saturday's contest,
got just three shots at the goal, with
only one posing a threat to Akron's
freshman goaltender. Glen Sharkey.
Bob Theophilus, BG's co-leader in
shots entering the game, was totally
shutout in the contest.

But the statistics can be misleading. The teams were very even
throughout most of the contest, and
BG's backs, for the most part, were
able to handle Akron's forwards. The
Zips' backfield (Simon Spelling, Charlie Theuma, David Strecker, Savas
Tsitiridis and Steve Nichol) proved to

be the dominant and deciding factor.
"OUR STRIKERS were a little intimidated," BG coach Gary Palmisano said. "The Akron backs kept
them guessing. They really took our
strikers out ofthe game. Nichol is one
of the best sweepers in the country."
The Falcons' defense was put to the
test by Akron's front line of Matt
English, all-American Joe Pereira
and J.B. Amangoua. Due to sparkling
performances by Lenny Connors and
goaltender Joe Koury, and a fine
effort from Charlie Thomas, BG was
able to shut the Zips down, except for
two mistakes which Akron turned into
goals.
Akron scored at the 18:45 mark of
the first half, when English broke
inside of BG's Mike Miller to take
Spelling's corner kick, slamming it
passed Koury, who was screened on
the play.
"We played well in the first half, but
we needed to score to put some pressure on them," Palmisano said. "We
had to play 65 percent of the game
under pressure, and that throws a
team off its timing."
That pressured showed with 4:27
left in the game, when a mental error
by Miller gave the Zips an insurance
goal. Defending on English, Miller
intercepted the ball but inadvertently
passed it to Pereira, who was all alone
In front of the Falcon goal, where be
easily beat Koury.

University of Akron back Tony Felipe (8) leaps over an
attempted tackle by Bowling Green's Bart Markel (13), in
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action from last Saturday's 2-0 Falcon defeat. Looking on
is Zip forward J.B. Amangoua (12).

"THERE WAS A big mix-up on that
second goal," Koury said. "Mills
(Miller) made a blind pass -1 think he
was trying to hit Charlie (Thomas). I
came out, and I knew that if he
(Pereira) took one more dribble, I

had him. Unfortunately, he didn't
take the second dribble.'
Besides the two scoring plays. Akron had an apparent goal called back
because of a penalty, and had another
shot hit the crossbar. BG's answer on
offense consisted mainly of a 40 second offensive surge in the first half,
when the Falcons had two very near
misses. Akron's defense never again
let BG get that close.
"I said before the game that there
were two things that we needed to do
in order to win, and that was first, to
not let them score on a restart, which
Akron did; and second, to play flawless soccer, but we made two very bad
mistakes," Palmisano said. "You just
can't make those kind of mistakes
against an opponent like Akron.
"Akron was bigger, and taller
across the board, and it showed. They
were the dominate force in the midfield. And Matt English was the dominant player (English had 10 of
Akron's 17 shots on goal).
"It was like if our football team had
to line up against Notre Dame. Both
teams are skilled, but there's no way
we can match up size and strengthwise. You have got to give credit to
our team, though, because they
worked their tails off. It is important
that the players realize this is not the
end of the season, which is something
that would have also had to realize if
we had won."
The Falcons, now 7-1-1, will have no
break after playing Akron, which was
ranked third in the region (to BG's
fifth) and second in the state (to BG's
third) entering Saturday's contest.
BG must now face Indiana, which is
ranked first in the region and second
in the country. The game will be
played tomorrow, at 3:30, at Mickey
Cochrane Field.

Falcons host Michigan- Dearborn

Skaters preview latest edition in exhibition
by Chris Sherk
sports editor
It is time for the speculation to
simmer and the expectations to boil
concerning this year's edition of the
Bowling Green hockey Falcons.
BG hosts Division II power Michigan-Dearborn today in a 7:30 exhibition contest at the Ice Arena. Tickets
are still available for the game, $2.00
for students and $3.00 Tor adults.
Sports passes will not admit BG students.
The Falcons have been in camp for
three weeks, preparing for their reqular season opener against North Dakota, Friday and Saturday at 7:30
p.m. in the Ice Arena. The NoDaks
were the 1980 National champions
after beating Northern Michigan, of
the Central Collegiate Hockey Association. Next week, BG travels to
defending national champion Wisconsin for a two-game set with the Badgers.
Coach Jerry York, in looking at
tonight's pre-season opponent, said he
expects Michigan-Dearborn to provide his untested skaters with some

useful experience before heading into
two weeks of hockey with the nation's
best.
"We're all looking forward to Michigan-Dearborn," York, now in his
third year as Falcon coach, said. "It's
like a dress rehearsal. We've been
anxiously looking forward to North
Dakota this weekend. Michigan-Dearborn will be good for us early in
season to get some of the wrinkles out,
offensively and defensively."
The exhibition game also provides
York with some added knowledge of
how some of his younger players
(eight icers will be seeing their first
action in a BG uniform) will perform
in a game-like situation.
"I think it will help our squad get
ready for this weekend," York said.
"A lot of spots still are not firmed up
at forward and goalie. If somebody
comes out tomorrow night, he might
earn a few points.
"We're looking for lots of hustle.
It's still early for our team. But if we

work very hard, we might play out
some of those wrinkles.
York said he will play all three of
the goalies on the team tonight. Junior Mike David, sophomore George
Smith and freshman Wayne Collins
will each be in goal for the Falcons for
one period.
York listed four pairs of defensemen that are likely to see action,
as well. Brian MacLeUan and Dave
O'Brian will match up at the blue line,
as will Wayne Wilson and Mike Pikul.
Garry Galley and Barry Mills, and
Chris Sanna and Doug Warren.

Chris Guertin, Kim Collins, Andre
LatreHle, Peter Wilson, and freshmen
Dan Kane, Kerry Kennedy and Scott
Mader.

Im notes >
Entries for cross country, golf and
fraternity hockey are due today. Entries are available from fraternity
and residence hall athletic chairmen
and at the IM office, 201 Memorial
Hall.
The cross country meet will be held
Friday at 4:30 p.m. on the University
Golf Course, the site of the golf tourney. Saturday at 10 a.m. Fraternity
hockey begins Sunday at 10:30 p.m.

York said he has solidified two
forward lines and has hopes of developing two more lines by this weekend.
The lines of George McPhee, Brian
Hills, and freshman Dave Randerson
Entries for the all-campus handball
and John Samanski, Perry Braun and and
racquetball tournaments are due
another freshman, George Roll are next Tuesday, Oct. 20.
set, according to York, although Roll
is questionable for tonight's game, as
Entries for women's soccer are due
he has a bruised heel.
tomorrow in 108 Student Recreation
Those who are battling for the other Center. Tournament play begins Satlines are: Tim Hack, Nick Bandescu, urday at 10 a.m.

Harriers team up on Eastern, Cedarville
■till photo by AlFuchi

Bowling Green's Chris Koehler (96) and Chris Los (85)
cross the finish line hand-in-hand in a tie for first place in
last Saturday's cross country meet.

BG back on course

year has been its inability to place
its lower runners higher in the
standings.
The Bowling Green men's cross
"It's nard to expect runners to
country team, running its first home place near the top when everyone is
meet of the season, responded with not in the same kind of shape,"
its finest showing this year, easily Brodt said. "Before this race, we
outdistancing Ball State 15-50, to just wanted to run together and do
improve its mark to 2-5.
well as a team. I think we accomJunior Chris Koehler and sopho- plished that."
more Chris Los tied for first with a
Koehler, the team's top runner all
time of 31:59 over the 6.1-mile dis- season, agreed with Brodt. "The
tance. Sophomore Tim Brennan was team ran well even though the comsecond at 32:08 while Bob Barrett, K'tition wasn't all that strong,"
Jeff Boutelle and senior co-captain
oehler said. "We worked mostly on
Holger Hille all tied for third with a team work. Hopefully, we'll get
stronger as we move closer to the
time of 32:34.
"Ball State did not have that MAC. Right now, we need to work a
strong of a team," Brodt said. little more on improving ourselves
"They were behind us in the confer- in some areas."
ence. We had some runners that
Hille, who has slowed by a cold,
really ran well for us today. Barrett ran his best race this fall. "This race
has not been up there in a while and was a big lift for all of us," Hille
he ran a good race, so did Boutelle. said. "It was my best race so far. I
But we still need to improve more was impressed by the fact that we
before the MAC tournament, shut them out."
Koehler said he felt he could have
though."
BRODT SAID the Falcons worked run faster, but said he probably will
primarily on running as a group not reach his peak until the MAC
during most of last week in practice. championships. "I feel that I'm imBrodt added that one of the team's proving more as season promajor weaknesses throughout the gresses," Koehler said.
by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter

Lanciaux's record-breaking run
came despite making a wrong turn
shortly after passing the two mile
The Bowling Green women's cross' mark of the race. Lanciaux was leadcountry team Took a giant step toward ing the pack, with Kaczor following
the October 24th Mid-American Con- close behind, when she became conference Championship by defeating fused and made the faulty turn. Sink
league rival Eastern Michigan, 21-40, said Lanciaux may have run 90 yards
and Cedarville 15-50, last Saturday at before righting herself.
BG.
"I got confused about the layout of
the course and turned too soon,"
The Falcons captured six of the top Lanciaux said. "It was a good thing
nine positions with freshman JoAnn Kathy was behind me or I might have
Lanciaux and junior Kathy Kaczor went a little further before realizing
finishing first and second for BG for my mistake."
the fifth consecutive time this season.
The race marked a BG first of sorts,
Lanciaux set a new BG course re- as both the women's and Falcons'
cord with a time of 18:10.8, breaking men's team started their meets simthe old mark of 18:20.2, set last month ultaniously from the starting line.
by Michigan's Melanie Weaver.
"It felt strange starting at the same
time with the guys," Kaczor said.
EMU's Cheryl Scheffer and Bonnie "They started out so fast, it seemed
Arnold grabbed the third and fourth they were way ahead of us by the time
positions with times of 18:23 and 18:28 we got going."
respectively.
Sink said perhaps the simultaneous
helped his team run the first
Head coach Sid Sink, said he was start
a little faster than expected.
surprised by his team's strong show- mile
Falcon runners that placed
ing and said the team is stronger now Other
near the top were; junior Tern Gindthan last year at this time.
lesberger, 5th, with a time of 18:31;
Gidget Wicham (6th, 18:36); Rosalie
Cocita
(7th, 18:37); Sandra Cook (8th,
"Everybody just ran super," Sink
said. "It surprised me. We ran the 18:57); and Bev Lynch (9th. 19:06).
first mile ten seconds faster than we
had planned. We had 17 runners finish
The Falcons travel to Ohio State
the race in under twenty minutes. this Saturday to participate in the
Last year we only had eight. That's a Ohio Intercollegiate Invitational. The
tremendous improvement on our invite will also double as a dual meet
home course."
with Ohio University.
by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter
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Bowling Green junior Kathy Kaczor is con6, «.tu.<n._, u>
women's cross country assistant Jake Rice after finishing
second in last Saturday's tri-mee .
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Draw:
Falcon defense saves face against Redskin attack
by Chris Sherk
sports editor
If, indeed, Bowline Green fielded an offense
in its 7-7 sleeper with Miami last Saturday,
each of those 11 players deserves an Oscar for
a collective impersonation of the Invisible
Man.
Fortunately for the still-winless Falcons,
they did stage a respectable defensive performance to salvage a Mid-American Conference
tie and avoid a ninth straight defeat at the
hands of the Redskins.
For some of the 14,768 on hand, the tight,
defensive struggle was not enough to keep
them in their seats, as many headed for the
exits before the start of the fourth quarter,
with BG down 7-0.
PERHAPS IT WAS the 90 yards total offense, a mere 17 on the ground, that the
Falcons had to show for three quarters of the
football game that compelled the fans to
depart. Or perhaps it was the ease with which
Miami ran up and down the field all afternoon
(amassing 244 yards rushing).
Nevertheless, the Falcons were down by

just a touchdown with 15 minutes to play. So
when Miami's Greg Jones coughed up his
second fumble on his own 43-yard line and the
Falcons converted the miscue into a score, the
stage was set for the final act
With the ball resting on the Redskin 43
following the Jones' fumble, BG roused its
dormant offense. Bryant "Cowboy" Jones
toted the ball four times in the scoring drive,
picking up two first downs in the process.
Greg Taylor, quarterback turned flanker,
legged out 14 yards on a reverse and freshman
tight end Mark Dowdell snagged a Dayne
Palsgrove pass for six yards and two more
first downs.
The drive was capped when Palsgrove
bootlegged right and found a wide-open Dowdell in the endzone. It was the first BG
touchdown against Miami since 1978.
WHEN BG HEAD COACH Denny Stolz
decided against a go-ahead, two-point conversion with 5:57 remaining, Gehad Youseff
golfed his kick through the uprights to tie it at
"You gotta have two tight ends to go for two

(points)," Stolz said, referring to both his
decision on the conversion and his one-deep
situation at tight end. "We will have another
tight end back next week, David Miller (who
was injured during pre-season practice in
September.)
Miami still had plenty of time to score, and
appeared close to doing it. until BG safety
Martin Bayless intercepted an underthrown
John Appold pass to Don Treadwell in the
corner of the endzone with 2:27 left. It was the
fourth time Miami penetrated to within the
BG 15-yard line and came away sans score.
"Our offense continued to make a thousand
mistakes," Miami head coach Tom Reed said.
"We had tremendous opportunities. The offense is strictly my responsibility. We have
not been on track the way we should have,
especially in that game. It was a disaster at
best."
Miami's first drive pushed the ball to the BG
6. But it was halted when offensive interference was called in the endzone, resulting in an
automatic touchback and BG's ball on fee 20.
REDSKIN PLACEKICKER Mike Kiebach

missed a 28-yard field goal attempt into the
wind, closing down another threat early in the
second period. On their next possession, the
Redskins drove to the BG 10, only to be
stopped in their moccasins by Jones' first
fumble.
"Our defense absolutely sucked it up in the
scoring zone," Stolz said. "They (BG) had
three incredible penalties (a fumbled punt,
when the ball bounced off the back of Tony
Graham, pass interference and roughing the
passer). The defense played like the devil.
They (Miami) could have scored seven touchdowns with that many errors.
Miami did manage to score with 45 seconds
left in the first half, when Jones capped a 12play, 54-yard drive with a one-yard dive up the
middle.
Jones equaled the Miami record for total
carries in one game, 45, while gaining 186
yards to pad his conference-leading rushing
mark of 131 yardsper game.
AFTER BAYLESS'S interception in the
endzone prevented Miami from breaking the
deadlock late in the game, the Redskins got

the ball back for one last time. But unable to
move the football, the Redskins lined up to
punt. Both teams allowed the clock to run as
Steve Bumpass' punt was downed at the BG
26.
Palsgrove's pass to Taylor fell incomplete
as time ran out.
Stolz said that he was unsure whether he
had one timeout left, which in fact he did.
"HeH yes, I thought they were going to fake
punt it, Stolz said, justifying his decision to
allow the clock to run. "We can't kick a field
goal from there (the BG 26) when there's one
play left in the ball game. We've got to get
awfully close to kick a field goal into the
wind.
FALCON NOTES: In his first start at
flanker for BG, Taylor caught six passes for 42
yards and ran twice for five more. Stolz
commented, "He's the only player we've got
right now who's got any skill to run once ne
S;ets outside. I thought he played very well. In
act, he made a block on the first play; I about
died."

BG crowd frustrated as
Falcons, Redskins play
to 7-7...(yawn)...deadlock
Perhaps Bowling Green should be
happy to have forged a tie with Miami
last Saturday. After all, the Falcons
did not deserve to win, and for the
first time in nine years, BG did not
lose to the Redskins.
But, college football, even at this
University, does not work that way.
No one goes home satisfied after a tie
and it is especially disgusting when
the two teams seemingly play for a tie
towards the end of a game that was
not very exciting to begin with.
First, BG stunned its fans by not
going for a two-point conversion after
scoring with 5:57 remaining in the
game. BG head coach Denny Stolz
said afterwards that the Falcons
couldn't go for two with just one tight
end in the game.
INJURIES HAVE deleted BG's
receiving corps this season and tight
end has been one of the hardest hit
areas. But Stolz' memory must have
beea failing him, because eariiw ibis
season at Ohio University, BG not
only went for, but successfully
completed a two-point conversion
with just one tight end.
Stolz also said that, with nearly six
minutes left in the contest, he felt
BG's defense could hold the Redskins,
and the Falcons would have time to
drive for another score.
At least somebody still has
confidence in the highly impotent BG
offense. After watching the Redskins
push the Falcons all over the field and
limit them to a measley 141 total
yards, most fans regarded the
touchdown with 5:57 left as some sort
of sign from the heavens.
Gehad Youseff's extra point kick
cleared the uprights by all of a couple
inches to tie the game and led Stolz to
admit later that "that's not money in
the bank at all" when Youseff
launches a PAT kick.
FOR THE FALCONS to win the
contest in the final six minutes, they
almost certainly would have had to
penetrate very deep into Miami
territory. Stolz even admitted after
the game that BG would have had to
get very close indeed for Youseff to
kick a field goal into the fierce Doyt
Perry Field wind.

Yanks, A's
open series

Sideline
Joe Menzer
assistant sports editor

After Stolz' decision to settle for the
one-pointer, MU head coach Tom
Reed further confused the fans by
running the football and then punting
it away in the final seconds. It seemed
as if the two coaches thought that the
Mid-American Conference was giving
out a special bonus last weekend for
teams that tied.
"We lust were not executing," Reed
said. "If you want to play percentage
football, the percentages in that
situation dictate that we have Jones
run the football."
Even though Jones was Miami's
most effective.offenslve weapon,
running for 186 yards on a recordtying 45 carries, it is almost too much
to ask of any back to take a team from
its own 26-yard line into field goal
range in a matter of 1:33.
THEN, WHEN fourth down-andfour came up, and Stolz fully expected
the Redskins to fake a punt, the fans
watched disbelievingly as both teams
let nearly 20 seconds tick off the clock.
No one called timeout, and Stolz
later revealed that he was unsure how
many he had left.
"I don't think I had ever coached a
tie here, but I've coached quite a few
one-pointers" Stolz said afterwards,
referring to ail the close games BG
has lost in the last two years.
Stolz' track record indicates that he
does not play for ties. With the game
on the line earlier this season at OU,
the Falcons did not hesitate to go for
two. Two seasons ago, in a similar
situation against Kentucky, BG made
the same decision.
Perhaps Stolz had nightmare
visions Saturday of another heartbreaking one-point loss. But the home
fans Stolz and the Falcons so much
wanted to please desperately wanted
a shot at something they haven't
experienced in seven games spanning
two seasons - a clear-cut victory.

Sports briefs.
There will be an organizational
meeting for all those Interested in
women s indoor and outdoor track
tomorrow at 6:30 p.m. in the women's
lockerroom on the west side of Doyt
Perry Field.
The Bowling Green Roadrunners

will be sponsoring a organizational
meeting tor all Interested runners
Thursday, Oct. 15, at 7 p.m. at the
Wintergarden Lodge. Sid Sink, coach
of the women's cross country team at
the University will speak and conduct
a running clinic. For information, call
the Falcon House at 352-3610.
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Miami's elusive tailback, Greg Jones, shakes off BG defensive back Lee Williams on one
of his 45 carries totaling 186 yards last Saturday at Doyt Perry Field.

NEW YORK (AP) - Oakland's young,
fired-up A's challenge the traditionladen New York Yankees with the
American League pennant at stake in
a best-of-five championship series
beginning tonight.
The A's, managed by ex-Yankees'
skipper Billy Martin, feature a speedoriented attack that is called "Billyball," a tribute to the pilot who has
taken the team from sorry also-rans
to championship contenders.
The A's speed game, led by fleet
outfielder Rickey Henderson who
stole 100 bases last year and 56 in 108
games this season, is in stark contrast
to New York's rock-'em, sock-'em
long ball approach, epitomized by
slugger Reggie Jackson.
It was Jackson's two-run homer
that triggered the Yankees' 7-3 AL
East Division clincher against Milwaukee Sunday night. The A's swept
to the West Division crown, eliminating defending champion Kansas City
in three straight games.
New York and Oakland earned their
way into the postseason playoffs by
leading their divisions for the first
half of the season. Oakland set a
record, winning 17 of its first II
games. The A's finished the first half
at 37-23 and were 64-45 for the full
season. The Yanks were 34-22 for the
first half and 59-48 overall.
The Yankees received some bad
news Monday when it was disclosed
that a blister on the right index finger
had knocked Rick Reuschel out of the
second game start.
"His chances of pitching Wednesday are not very good." said Clyde
King, the Yankees' pitching coach.
The Yankees will open with lefthander Tommy John Tuesday night
S'ainst Oakland right-hander Mike
orris. Reuschel's injury forced New
York Manager Bob Lemon to revise
his pitching plans after that. Lefthander Rudy May will work Game
Two, followed by rookie Dave Righetti in the third game and Ron
Guidry in Game Four.
"The blister's not too bad," said
Reuschel. "I should be ready sometime in this series."
When he returns to action, Reuschel
probably will be in the bullpen, a busy
C' « in the Yankees' scheme of
gs. Sunday night's 7-3 East Division clincher against Milwaukee was
a perfect example of the club's approach to these games.
New York split the first seven innings of the game between Guidry
and Righetti, then turned the lead
over to relief ace Rich Gossage. It
was Gossage's third save of the series, and it is a pattern that John
dxpects to continue.
"On this club, you get to the seventh
inning and it's tied or you're ahead by
a run, you know you re going to get
Goose or (Ron) Davis," he said.
That's not the case with the A's,
where Martin specializes in complete
games for his pitching staff. A year
ago, the Oakland pitchers completed
a record 94 games.

Weekend wrap-up.
Strickers split
Bowling Green's field hockey team
split a doubleheader with two MidAmerican Conference opponents last
Saturday, falling to Northern Illinois,
3-1, but thrashing Western Michigan,
3-0.
Despite the loss, BG's first in the
conference, the Falcons (4-1) stand
tied for first place in the MAC with
Miami. Ohio University, Central
Michigan and Ball State all trail with
3-1 marks.
The stickers travel to Michigan,
today, for a 4 p.m. contest, then will
continue conference competition this
weekend with Toledo, Eastern Michigan and Ball State.
An inability to convert penalty corners into goals was BG's downfall in

its loss to Northern Illinois Saturday in her second goal of the day midway
morning. The Falcons were given 22 through the first half, and Kerry
penalty shots which yielded no shots Dargan wrapped things up by scoring
on the NIU goal.
just before the half.
"They (Northern Illinois) just con"We were much, much better the
trolled the game." said BG coach Pat second game," said Brett. "We fiBrett. "We couldn't get any shots off, nally pulled it all together and things
and that deflated us.
fell into place."
The Huskies did all their scoring
damage in the first half. Stacie Boluman knocked in a goal at 1:45 into the
game. Cindy Potteogen tallied what
turned out to be the winning goal, and
Boluman followed up with another
Bowling Green's women's volleyscore.
ball team dropped all four of its
Nanci Smith had the Falcons' only matches last weekend at the Windy
goal, connecting late in the second City Classic in Chicago. BG's record
falls to 4-12.
BG then unleashed its wrath on
BG dropped its first match, 15-5 and
Western Michigan that afternoon. Se- 15-3, to Iowa, and lost its second
nior Deb Lux led off the scoring blitz match to Loyola University of Chisix minutes into the game. Smith, cago, 15-8 and 15-7. The Falcons
assisted by Kathleen Kelly, knocked threatened each of their next two

Spikers swept

opponents before falling. The Falcons
lost to Lewis College (14-16,15-12 and
15-3) and DePaul (7-15, 15-7 and 1512).
Although the Falcons dropped all of
their games, they showed marked
improvement in their play over the
four games, senior spiker Sara Ringle
said.
"We started off a little slow in the
matches, but we played much better
as the weekend went along," Ringle
said. "We're playing better as we get
to know each other more and as the
freshmen get their experience."
A major problem for BG was falling
behind early in the games, although
not because of a lack of intensity,
Ringle said.
"Usually the score of a game is
obvious when you are on the court
because of the way the players are
playing, so you don't need to look at

the scoreboard," she said. "But in our
early matches, it would feel (in intensity) that the game was very close,
but I would look up to the scoreboard
and see that we were down by 10
points.
"We really played more like we
should in the last two games. I think
the team will be alright as soon as we
play more together without lapses in
concentration."
The Falcons return home to Anderson Arena, tonight at 7:30. to face
Mid-American Conference toe Eastern Michigan.

Golfers fourth
Bowling Green's men's golf team
finished fourth in the 13-team Buckeye Classic Tournament last weekend
in Columbus.

BG coach John Piper said he was
pleased with the overall performance
of his six-man contingent in the Falcons' first tourney this fall. BG plays
an abreviated schedule in the fall to
qualify the six best golfers for the
spring's regular season.
Ohio State and South Carolina tied
for first in the 54-hole Buckeye tourney, at 1130, before the Gamecocks
won the championship by one stroke
in a tie-breaking round. OSU's Stan
Cooke and Greg Ladehoff tied for
individual medalist honors at 7-overpar, 223.
Jean LaRochelle carded BG's best
overall score, a 77-74-76-227, good for
a sixth-place tie. Finishing behind
LaRochelle for BG were: Randy
Stocke (77-76-77-230>; Al Paonessa
(74-79-80-233); Mike Dzienny ,80-7779-236). Pat Shaws '82-74-84-240':
and Brad Turner 78-83-87 2481
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ESTABLISH YOUR

CREDIT!!!

^

Go Blue!
Go Blue KEYCARD!
Students — if you're in good academic standing, and want to
establish credit, this is your chance.
Here's how to apply: Just fill out the application form below
and enclose a $12 annual enrollment fee.
(All Freshmen require co-signature from parent /guardian)
Charge up to $100 per month (interest free)
An American Express type credit card (no interest)
(But your total bill is due each month)
Bowling Green, Ohio

Bowling Green State University,
Dairy Queen
434 E. Wooster

Sam B's Restaurant
107 State

Powder Puff
525 Ridge

The Parrot and The Peacock
105 S. Main

Simple Pleasure Gifts
325 E. Wooster

Myles Flowers
434 E. Wooster

Amany's Greek Sandwich
188 S. Main

Wilson Shoe Store
145 N. Main

The Falcon House Sportswear
140 E. Wooster

Long Branch Saloon
117 N. Main

AAyles Pizza Pub
516 W. Wooster

Outpost Western Store
181'/, S. Main

Pisanello's Pizza
203 N. Main

Pfisterer's-Gladieux Clothiers
101 N. Main

Rosalez Cleaners
182 S. Main

Dester's Subs
500 E. Wooster

His Lady's Tweeds
101 N. Main

The Copy Shop
117'/i E. Court

Arrangement Beaute Salon
123 E. Court

Polynesian Village
134 W. Wooster

GO BLUE

GO BLUE KEY
■ MMI APPLICATION

The Blue Keycard
The Blue Keycard™ is the only credit card
designed exclusively for the college student.
The difference between this credit card and
the many other cards in today's economy is
that the Blue Keycard is designed to intro
duce you to credit and credit cards — it is
good at over 20 locations in your area and
allows you to charge up to $100 per month
interest free. A minumum purchase of 55 is
required for each charge.
The Blue Keycard™ has been researched
and established solely for you, the student. If
you are enrolled full time, in good academic
standing, and want to establish credit, this is
your chance. Fill out the application form and
enclose a SI2 annual membership fee. After
you receive your Blue Keycard™, you will start
to discover how helpful it can be — for
emergencies, unplanned purchases, budget
planning, and to make purchases where other
credit cards are not accepted. Perhaps most
importantly, the Blue Keycard™ establishes
local and national credit references. This card
can be your key to a sound financial base —
while you are in school and when you graduate.
It is for these reasons and many more that
we hope you will accept our invitation to
apply today for your own Blue Keycard™.

BIUE

FIRST

1 INITIAL

SCHOOL
ADDRESS

CITY

STREET

<r

Clip & mail application to:
P.O. Box 24390
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33307

1

SOCIAL SECURITY •

1

AGE

ZIP CODE

STATE

HOME
ADDRESS
SCHOOL
PHONE

(

)

PHONE

(

1

EMPLOYERS
ADDRESS

MM
or
UNIVERSITY

YEAR
IN
SCHOOL

YOUR POSITION

EMPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS

SUPERVISOR'S
NAME

(IP f MPlOYf Dt

MONTHLY INCOME

OTHER INCOME(MONTHLY)

SOURCE

INCOME
(IF ANY)

*
YOUR
NEAREST
RELATIVE

NAME

STREET ADDRESS

NAME AND ADDRESS

YOUR
BANK

CITY

STATE

RELATIONSHIP

ACCOUNT NUMBER

SAVINGS
CHECKING

YEAR/MODEL OF AUTO

FINANCED BY

MONTHLY PAYMENT

AUTO

EX PIRES

STATE

NUMBER
DRIVERS
LICENSE

BLUE KEYCARD SERVING:

KcycARd

<r GET YOURS TODAY

LAST
YOUR
NAME

University of Florida
West Virginia University
Ohio State University
Ohio University
Penn State University
Florida A&M

University of So. Florida
Florida State University
Bowling Green State University
University of Connecticut
University of Miami
Fairmont State College

I HEREBY AGREE THAT IF MY BLUE KEYCARD IS IN
DEFAULT FOR ANY REASON, BLUE KEYCARD HAS THE
RIGHT TO NOTIFY THE UNIVERSITY, MY PARENTS, AND
THE APPROPRIATE CREDIT BUREAUS.
ENCLOSED IS MY CHECK( ) CASH ( ) FOR $1200
WHICH IS THE MEMBERSHIP CHARGE FOR ONE YEAR. I
UNDERSTAND THAT IF MY APPLICATION FOR A BLUE
KEYCARD IS DENIED, THE $12.00 WILL BE REFUNDED TO
ME.
COMPLETION OF THE APPLICATION CONSTITUES ACCEPTANCE OF ALL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE
CARDHOLDER AGREEMENT WHICH WILL ACCOMPANY
DELIVERY OF THE CARD

APPLICANT S SIGNATURE

DATE

CO-SIGNATURE
(only required ol 1st year studenis)

